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A s  you know the Department , in cooperat ion with t he 
Bureau o f  Publ i c  Roads , has had in s ervice since 1940 an 
e xperiment on the Owensboro-Hartford Road for the purpo se of 
inve stigating joint spacing in concret e  pavement s .  Thi s  pro­
j ect de signat ed as FA 125 F (2) S i s  in Davi ess Count y ,  and it 
con s i st s  of 14 s eparate experimental section s  some of which 
dupl i cat e each other .  
I n  June , 1948 measurement s and inspect ions o n  thi s  road 
became the responsibility o f  the Res earch Divi sion , and the 
attached report by Mr . S .  T .  C ollie r ,  Senior Re search Engineer, 
i s  the first report that we have made on the work. You will 
note that Mr .  Collier has been very t horough in t he compila­
tion and analy s i s  of all dat a  t hat have accumulat ed since the 
pro j e ct originated,  and he has pr e s ented everything in such a 
way that it can be easily and quickly int erpreted, Some 
informat ion , such a s  that in Appendix F pertaining to soil s , 
has not been included in any report heretofore and hence it 
i s  present ed here for �he first t ime. 
The conclusions that he has drawn from the 23 l i sted 
re sult s more or l e s s  substant i at e  concept s  t hat have aeveloped 
over the year s for de sign of co ncret e  pavement s  containing 
these material s .  Even so , thi s amount s to tangible evi denc e  
that will add t o  t he s ignificance of t ho s e  concept s .  L ike any 
other experiment o f  thi s nature the re sult s ,  of cour s e , are 
confined to a pavement of this  type under this given s et of 
circumstance s ;  therefore , t he y  may not hold true els ewhere. 
It i s  not po s sible to o ver-emphasize the limitat ions 
re sulting from t he rest ri cted u s e  of t hi s  pavement s i nc e  it s 
con st ruction , particularly with regard to load transfer 
featur e s  and general pavement conditions . For that reason 
alon.e , it Will be very interest ing to wat c h  the development s 
in coming years after the road has been subjected to con­
siderably heav i er traffi c .  
Dean D .  V. Terrell - 2 - August 17 , 1 949 
During the n ext two or three y ears, all the me asurem ent s 
and observat ions on the pro j e ct will be made as usual , but the 
r eport s will con s i st mostly of t abul at ions of data unt il there 
has been enough c hange to warrant the preparat ion of a report 
as detailed and extensive as thi s  one, I lmow that everyone 
c oncerned with the pr o j e ct will look forward to further develop� 
ment s in the performance of thi s  pavement and to the relat ive 
merit s of the different se ctions aft er the pavement has 
att ained a gre ater age and has been subj ected to more rigorous 
u s e. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During the summer o f  1940 the Kentucky Department o f  
Highway s ,  wi th the Public Roads Administra tion participa ting , 
con structed 6 . 27 mil e s  of inve stiga tional pav ement a s  a 
cooperative research pro j e c t  on joint spacing. Thi s  pro j ect 
wa s one of six planned by the Public Roads Admini s tration 
and the Portland C ement As sociation in cooperation wi th six 
hi ghway department s .  The five other s ta te s  participating 
were California , Michigan, Hinneso ta , M i s souri , and Oregon . 
The pro j ect* s elected for thi s  jo inting study in Kentucky i s  
i n  Dav i e s s  Count y ,  approx ima tel y  s ix mil e s  southea s t  o f  
Owensboro , on K en tucky Rou te No . 71 ( Layout map in F igure 1 ) . 
The exper imental program wa s outlined for the purpo s e  
of evalua ting the relative merits  o f  varying interval s in 
expansion joint spa c ing and of dummy contrac tion joints wi th 
and w i t hout dowel bars for load tran sfer . A compl e te 
di scussion of the scope and purpo s e  ha s be en given in a 
paper by Mr.  E .  F .  Kelly o f  the Publ ic Roads Adminis tration 
(1) . 
The number o f  exper imental s e c tions and the design 
detail s o f  each, summarized in Tabl e I ,  confo rm wi th the 
original outline o f  the program wi th the exception o f  the 
added S tandard sec tion. 
The order of arrangement o f  the sec tions in Tabl e I ,  
and el s ewhere in thi s report , i s  the same a s  that in which 
the y  occur in the pro j ect a s  shown in F igure l .  
Sections 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  and 4 were designed for the purpo s e  o f  
making a direct s tudy of expansion joint spacing i n  pavements 
*Proj ect des ignation FA 125 F( 2) S 
TABLE I 
D:ESIG;T OF EXPERIMENTAL S:EC'i'IOHS 
Expansion Joints Contraction Joints 
Section Design 1iire l-!esh 
., Length Section Reinf. Snacing Load Transfer Spacing Load Transfer ..r.o .. 
(feet ) ( in. ) C feet ) (feet ) 
7 1,250 7-7-7 Hone 120 Hone 20 1\ione 
6 1,500 9-7-9 70 lb. 60-al t. Do;rels 60-alt. Dowels 
5 1,500 9-7-9 None 120 Douels 20 DoHels 
4 1,500 9-7-9 Hone 120 Dowels 20 :Hone 
3 2,500 9-7-9 lione 400 JJo'w"rels 20 Hone 
2 J,OOO 9-7-9 Hone 800 Dowels 20 Hone 
1 5,000 9-7-9 none 5040 Hone 20 lTone 
Std. '] 000 9-7-9 44 lb. 120 Dowels )0 Dowels 
2-R 2!500 9-7-9 None 800 Dm;els 20 Hone 
3-R 2,500 9-7-9 Uone 400 Do1-rela 20 1Tone 
4-R 1,500 9-7-9 None 120 Do>�els 20 None 
5-R 1,500 9-7-9 Hone 120 Dowels 20 Dowels 
6-R 1,500 9-7-9 70 lb. 60-alt. Do;!els 60-al t. Dowels 
7-R 1,200 7-7-7 Hone 120 }Tone 20 Hone 
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with closely spaced dummy con trac tion j o in·r;!l, Th ey differ only 
by expansion j oint spacing , varying by intervals of 5040 fee t ,  
Soo fe e t ,  4oo fe e t ,  and 1 20 feet, respectively. The slab 
design is  the thickened edge type , 9·-7·"9 inches, w i thout rein­
forcement. The contrac tion j o ints  are spaced at intervals of 
20 f e et and do no t include dowel bar s , _  
The expans ion join t  interval schec1uled fo:':' S ection 1 was 
one mil e; but s ince this s ecc ion is onl;r 5000 feet  long , the 
i n terval referred to of 5040 feet i s  that between the nearest 
expanslon joints in the adjoining section s .  
S ec tion 5 i s  identi cal i n  design t o  Sec tion 4, except 
that dowel bars are installed in the contraction joints o f  
the former t o  provide a mean s  for s tudying the performance o f  
dummy contraction jo int s with and without dowel s .  
I n  Section 6 ,  the j o int ing interval i s  60 f e e t  alternat­
ing with expan sion and contraction j o int s .  S teel mesh rein­
forc ement was included and dowel bars were installed in all 
joints. Thi s de sign was included for the purpo se of studying 
crack control as influenced by j o int intervals, 
The u avement cro s s  sec tion for S ection 7 i s  of s even 
inch e s  uniform thickne s s .  Thi s  section has the same j o in t  
spacing as Sec t ions 4 and 5 ,  bu t no dowel bars were included 
in e i t her type of joints. 
The S tandard Se ction was a standard des ign for K entucky 
at that t ime , a:::td was constructed over swampy land unsuitabl e 
for exp erimental pavement ,  ex cept for approx imat ely 2000 f e e t  
b e twe en S tat ion 5E/O + 00 and S tac; ion 5i'l0 + 00" Thi s l ength 
was on the north end of the s e c tion and prov ided a subgraiJ'.: 
comparable to that of the o ther s e ction s ,  hence i t  was 
sel ected as a subsect ion for the j o inting study. 
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Repre sentatives of the Tes ting Laboratory were asi sgned 
the du ties of collecting all data from the beginning through 
1947. S ince that dat.e i t  has be come an as signment o f  the 
Res earch D iv i s ion. 
Previous reports have been submi tted by Me s s r s .  Lou i s  
Campbell ( 2) ,  F .  P. Anderson I I  (3) , and T.  R .  Thomas (4), 
and information from this projec t  was included with tho s e  
from o ther states for a comparative study of the data by 
Sutherland and Cashell (5) . 
-4 
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES 
Details of e.ll construction features "Jere covered 
thoroughly in the initial report on the pj"J j e a+, by Campbell 
(2) but a brief summary of that information is included here 
for the benefit of those dealing with the investigation for 
the first time or not having access to the original report. 
Stationing of Project 
Ending Section Beginning Section Sta�J.Qil 
7 497+49.4 
l 6 10+21 a 425+21 a 440+01 3 455+02 
3 2 480+00 
2 1 510+00 
1 Standard 560+00 




" t� -R 680+00 II 5-R 695+00 
II 5-·R 6-R 710+00 
II 6-R 7-R 725+00 
!I 7-R End of Project 737+00 
Soils and Grading 
The grade between stations 397+49 and 565+00, and sta­
tions 690+00 and 7 37+00 was constructed and surfe.ced I'Ji th 
5 inches of traffic bound river gravel bet�Jeen July 21 and 
November 3, 1939. These sections were opened to traffic 
until paving operations were begun, at which time e. le.rge 
amount of this gravel was removed for shoulder material, That 
portion between stations 565+00 and 690+00 '�'�as constructed be­
toveen April 15 and June 4, 1940, with no surfe.cing me.terial 
added. Included in this latter portion are parts of the 
Standard Section and Section 4R, and all of section 2R a.nd 
-5 
Soils throughout the project 1•1ere quite uniform in 
testural nnd plasticity chBracteristics, BS shown by the re­
sults of tests on 171 s amples tabula.ted. l':l Appendix F, 
The semples, according to test reports !Jlade in 1940 , repre­
sented ma.terial at subgrade level regCJ.rcUess of out or flll. 
The major part of the project lies on general upland terrain 
•rhere the soils B.re predominately windb1.own s ilt and fine sand. 
Apparently residual soils beneath,  having a greater per­
centage of finer particles and higher plasticity che.racteris­
tics ,  entered the subgrade s.t some locations, as evj_denced by 
results such 2s thes e representing Station 638+00 and Station 
545 +00 . Even then, the Plasticity Index was unusually lmv as 
compared with the Liquid Limit desplte the fact that greater 
than 50 percent of the material �Jas finer thEm 0 .  00 5 ·milli­
meter. About the only exception to this •rs.s at Station 712+00 , 
l!Jhere both the Liquid Limit s.nd PlB.s ticity Index were high de­
spite a clay content lower tha.n 50 percent. 
The average s oil in the Stande.rd Section - a large por­
tion of which lay s on a fill about 6-to 8-feet in height a--­
crose tne bottoms of Panther Creelt ( South Fork)  - w2.s textura.7.­
ly about the ssme as those  in the uplands .  However, 1 0  of the 
35 samples representing this s ection hB.d fine-sand contents 
exceeding 50 percent, whereas there was only one location 
( Sta.tion 678+0 0 )  throughout a.ll the s ections where there was 
as much as 50 p ercent in the fine- s and size B.nd only five 
ca.ses •rhere this fraction exceeded 40 percent of the total 
ss.mple, 
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A slight tendency toward reduction in silt and sand, 
and e.n incre&.se in finer particles is S"ldent in the nrepee.tn 
or R sections. In sections 2R and 6B. .i.nc··l'.lR::.Ye, .JG of the 54 
samples he.ve clay contents exceed:..ng 20 rercen t, >vhereas in 
sections 1 to 7 inclusive only �5 of 82 samples had clay con­
tents gres.ter than 20 percent. Even so, t.�lc h::J.':'('D:r a:"'fected 
the ple.stici ty relationships typical o:e :oe>r:ec1. and viindblo',m 
materials. 
In the determination of moisture-de.nsi ty relatlons fo:." 
compaction characteristics; all the samples were d1.v5.ded into 
six different groups according to their similaritieSJ and 
gro.up composite samples -.1e:t'e made from the individti.e.l samples 
in the groups• Moisture-derisity relati6ns (standard Proctor) 
for five of the s�-"' composite samples are plotted on the graph 
in Appendix F, Do.ta for composite sample No, 2 could not be 
located in the files. 
Differences among the five compaction curves e.re slight, 
end probably e.n average density and opt:'..roum moisture conten·t 
Has chosen for use in construction in 1940 . There is no recGrCI. 
of test information ap:;licable to that portion graded in 1 939. 
11All embenkments were constructed in successive horizonte.l 
layers 12 inches in thickness, and each le.yer compacted with 
a sheep1s foot rollern (z). 
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Me.terial s  
A single brand of portle.nd cement, c-�hi ch ns.pproached 
a moderat e hee.t of hydre.ti onn ( 3 )  was used throughout t he 
project .  
The fine and coarse aggrege.t e s  were from a single source, 
They were Ohio River sand ana. grc.vel procured from the Boone 
B&.r, 8 miles  upstream from owensboro, Kentucky. The gravel 
rs.nged in grads.ti on between No. 4 s.nd 1"� inch square sieve 
sizes .  
The filler for t he expansi on and contraction j oints 
•ms a premoulded bituminous fiber material wit h t he excep­
tion de scribed unde r the heading of nj oint installationn . 
Dowel bars, in all cas e s ,  were 3/4 inch ple .in rounds. 
Hixing :Oata 
The concrete mix vras designed by the e.bsolute volume 
method, meeting the mix requirement s of 1 . 5  barrels of cement 
per cubic yard of concrete  s.nd 5· 75 gs.llons maxi mum free water 
per sack of cement , and wit h a spe cified slump of from one and 
one-half inches to three inche s .  The pe rcentage of fine aggre­
[;B.t e varied from 34 to 35 p ercent by weight of total aggregs.t93 
(satursted surfs.ce dry ) ,  Reports indi cat e that t he mix >•JO.S 
consistently uniform for t he entire proj ect.  
Control Test s 
One 6 -by 12-inch cylinder was made for e.�.ch 500 linear 
feet of pavement • .  The average compressi v8 strength for the 
6 8  specimens at 28 ds.y s of age "ras 4908 pounds per square inch 
- 71 percent were within 10 percent of the avers.ge. !vie.ximum 
e.nd minimum strengths were 6 200  13.nd 3890 pounds per sque.re ir,G'l 
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respectively , 
Three 6-by 6-by 42-inch beams were made for each de .yls 
pour. The average of all modulus of rupture tests of 28 days 
of s.ge was 1002 pounds per square inch - ?? percent �Jere '\vi th­
in 10 percent of the avers.ge. lile.ximum and minimum values were 
1 20 0  and 813 respectively .  
One core was drilled from each 1000 linear feet of pave­
ment. The avere.ge compressive strength for the 34 specimens, 
varying from 41 to 80 days of age, was 4856 p. s .  i .  - Lf7 per­
cent were within 10 percent of the a.verage. High and lo111 
strengths were 6733 and 3243 pounds per square inch respect­
ively. 
Joint Installati on 
1-�here dowel bars were installed for load transfer they 
'\•lere preas sembled in a metal device designed to hold the bars 
rigidly in proper spacing and alignment. 
The filler for expansion joints was a premoulded bi tum­
inous  fiber ma.terial one inch thick end conforming with the 
pavement section to 1/2 inch below the top ::;urface, Thi s 
type filler was included in the do�Jel bar assembly. 
Between Ste.tions 737+00  and 630 +00 and Ste.tions 560 +00  
and 450 +21 the weakened plane grooves for all contraction 
j oints were filled to one half inch belo>•J surface cvi th pre­
moulded bituminous fiber j oint filler 1 /4-by 1-1/4-inches. 
For the intervening Standard Section the same type of fi ller 
>ms used but varied in the dimensions of 1/4-inch by 2-inches, 
For the remainder of the pro j ect, Station 450 +21 to st�­
tion 397+49.  4, the wea.kened ple.ne groove was formed with 1/4 
inch steel strips to a depth of 1-3/4-inches . This entire 
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depth was then filled by a Hhot pouredll joint filler, identi­
fied e.s OA-2 crack and joint filler.  This same material was 
u sed for sealing nll other j oints.  AcocxJ.Lnr; to 0f'mpboll (z), 
unue t o  the rigidity of the steel strips contrnction joints 
co nstructed in this manner �Jere strc;.ight and well formed. 
The flexible che .racter of the fiber joint filler and caps 
re sult ed in m1my crooke:l completed j oint s ,  ane, vc.�·� ao},l'; dls-
tuncea of the filler below tho surface of tho pav"nent". 
September 1940 
Fig. 2 .  View to North from 
S tation 635 + 00 to S tation 556 + 00 
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COP�ILATION OF DATA 
When the project w1s initiated, certain means of evalu-
8.ting the pavement over a long period of �;"\.me were est2bl.i.shed, 
Broadly, these consisted of seasonal, cLu'". :J.nc� p8c':JI'nant 
changes in joint widths, measured with a vern.i.e�' calJ.r:-er; ele­
vations and elevation changes determined by means of level ob­
servations; cracl� surveys by visual observati.::m; anrl gen<:Jro.l 
condition surveys by visual observation. In doing ';�1: s, cog­
nizence �Jas talcen of traffic and climate - both h<J.Vlng con­
siderable influence on performance - and other features such 
as the value of recording de.ta diagrammatically and photograph­
:j.cally 
According to the original plan, measurements for daily 
and seasonal changes in joint widths were not to extend past 
one or t•tlo yenrs, but date. for permanent changes were planned 
for e. long period of time, Daily and seasonal measurements 
for permanent change vJere to come each year folloc4ing comple­
tion of the pavement. Level measurements, after the initial 
e.nd first winter periods, vJere planned once dUJ�:.ng a summer 
nseveral yearsn after construction of the project, 
An initial crack survey four to six-weeks after construe. 
tion was to be follovJed by surveys t,;ice 8. year - in the late 
spring and late fs.ll. Condition surveys, with special emphasis 
on condition of joints, were planned yes.rly, preferably in the 
fe.ll. As evidenced by this report, there was some deviation 
from this schedule, l8.rgely in the <'lirection of more measure­
ments ths.n were originally planned, 
Traffic 
Traffic ds.te. were furnished by the Depa.rtment 1 s Ple.nnin_; 
Year 
Passenger Cars 
Light Trucks (under 1� tons) 
Medium Trucks (1� to 5 tons) 
Tractor Semi-Trailers (over 5 tons) 
:Busses 
Total Traffic 
T:ABL:C:: I I  
AVERAGE DAILY TRAFF IC 
1940 1941 1q4z 1941 
511 584 207 264 
150 237 413 300 
0 0 4 64 
6 8 8 11 
8 11 17 9 










194S 19h6 1047 194-8 
360 590 670 675 
333 363 300 282 
29 7 61 149 
16 28 22 18 
12 15 15 16 




Di vision as an average daily tre.ffic count in  number e.nd class 
of vehi cles.  This information is given in Table II and in 
graphi c form by Fig, 4.  
The traffi c count does not bear much signifi cc..,lce si nce 
e.pproxime.t ely 90 percent of vehi cles borne by this  section of 
highwe.y have been passenger cars s.nd light trucks, e .nd never 
were t here more than 30 vehicles per day gree.ter than 5 tons 
i n  1i'Jeight .  The limited use of this  route by the heavier ve­
hicles can be attributed to the more or l ess unimproved sec­
tion of highway north of t his projec t ,  in which there were a 
number of narrow bridges with low load bearing limits prior 
to 1949. Hence heavily loaded vehi cles have been routed over 
a parallel hightvay. 
Climate 
Climatological data presented in  this  report were pre· 
cured from the records of the U. S .  \A!eather Bureau 1 s Special 
Observer Station 1/2 mile west of  Owe nsboro in  DB.vless County. 
These de.ta consist of the mean monthly t empere.tures, the mean 
of  t he monthly maximum t emperatures, the mear.. •Jf monthly ml.ni­
mum temperatures, the highest end l owest temperatures observ­
ed for each month, and the e.ccumulB.ted monthly pre cipita.ti on. 
A complete tabulation of those observe.tions colle cted over the 
period from July 1, 1 940 , through De cember 31, 1948, are te.b-· 
ulr.ted from Appendix IJ.. 
The e .vere.ges for these monthl y  temperatures e .nd pre ci­
pitati on date. for t he.t period are present ed in Table IV and 
in Fig, 5 ,  together wi th the highest e.nd lowest recorded 
monthly e .c cumulation of precipi te .ti on and the year in  vJhi ch 
TABLE III l of 2 
STJ1{i-i.t\.RY OF T2l:iP�TU?2 AND FRECIPI�.ATION DAT.i 
JDLY 194o T:C:ROUGB: :D:2C32:JR 1948 
1 Mean Temp.. Hean !;lax. Temps. :-ieP...-."'1 Hin. Temps • .P'6 ..-. '"g--.. 11 Inches P.ainfell Inche s SnoliJfall 
i-iontr'· �'Bfr� ��B� --- �- - - - ·-··----r- --
,. h L H" h Lo .,. ,_ L .QoaJ<ll Q>O<ll•il I 
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I Years est est Ave. est est Ave. est est Ave .I �r� .._... �-�� _---: __ __ _:-est est .A7e e'"'t_:_ �-.. �----� 38.7 26.? 34.6 48.3 37.1 44.? 29.5 116.3 25.4 761 -::.5 ., 5.33 0.57 2.91 7 C _ T I J.2 Jan. 
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l.'}c�eli;f;>t"enCe � 
The extreme temperrottures fl.re plotted as points in Fig. 5, 
whereas the averages of the mee.n temperature ranges are rep­
resented by the_bars. As expected, the extreme temperatures 
do not reflect the generally prevs.iling condition, but the 
meEn temperatures for the separate ye8.rs conformed closely 
with their plotted avere.ges. The extremes are somewhat infre-­
quent etnd usually of short dure.tion. 
Also in Fig. 5 are :)lotted the averages for the monthly 
s.ccumule.tive inches of rainfs.ll s.nd snowfall. The wide be.rs 
represent rainfall while the narrower cross-hatched bars rep­
resent snowfall. The letter nTn designates a tre.ce of snow­
fall. This gre.ph is e. fair representation of the normal con­
dition, not s.p1)reciably influenced by a few extremes and de­
ficiencies which v1ere rs.re. 
�t Width Measurements 
Subsections were selected from e8.ch section for measure­
ments of joint movements •�here there was a minimum of gradi,mt. 
horizontal curvature, e.nd embankment, In one lane of +;he pn.ve · 
ment, centre.lly located, and on er.ch side of 1he selected joints, 
brass- inserts •1ere installed by grouting. These .were e.pproxi-­
me.tely five inches apart to e.ccommodate a caliper for mee.su:�""-­
ment of linear movement. Joint width measurements were macltJ 
with a vernier caliper, reading to 0 ,0 01 inch. Ee.ch section 
viEw provided with one thermometer well formed in the concrete" 
Pavement tempere.tures were measured by inscJ:o'l;i.'1g s. thermometen 
in these wells at the time of mB.king jo�.r,;; 'JJidth mes.surements .. 
In all cases, eleve.tion points ''ere pltH Ed in the lane oppo--­
site the joints for joint width measuremen·�s, and usually tlv-,r-c 
extend beyond the subsections est<J.blished for joint mes.surew r�: 
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Heasurements of daily, s e a.sone.l , and perma.nent change s 
in 'lvidths were scheduled for a repre sentative number of j oints 
in each of the se ctions.  The daily and seasonal. measurements 
TAJ;)LE IV 
NUNBER OF JOINTS SELECTED FOR VARIOUS WlDTH MEASUREl,iENTS 
Joint Width 11easurements 
flection DailY Seasonal Permanent 
No . ExP. Contr. ExP .  Contr. EJ(:Q, Contr. 
� 2 5 4 10 � 5 3 2 6 5 3 
4 2 5 4 10 2 5 o•� O" 4 10 0'' 04� 
3 2 5 3 10 0 7 
2 2 8 2 20 2 14 
1 OiHf 8 OiHf 21 0",!-i� 7 
Standard 3 6 5 z4 3 6 
*No measurerr:.ents schedu ed, 
**No expansjon joints within the section 
were made once each s e ason from Nov ember 194C' to August 191+? 
and again in August 1948 and in FebruO.j'Y .'.:1'-'-�, "lct5.ly me8.EFL·c_­
ments were taken twice on each day selectee. (L1 ·,;hs early m')�-r-­
ing a.nd ea.rly afternoon) to gain the advan·i,;,,_ge of the grea·t; .• 
est tempera.ture difference ,  
Joints selected for recording permanent change were 
scheduled to be mea .sured ea.ch summer for several yee.rs. Thi s 
w:>.s observed each yea.r with the exceptions of 1946 e.nd 1947. 
Daily. In Appendix B i s  a complete tabulation of the 
daily joint width movements for ee.ch j oint mee.sured for eo.cr. 
s ection and the o.vere.ges  for the expansion joints and contrac-
tion j oints by sections for each da-Y measured. With very fP'II 
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exceptions, the joint movement v1as quite uniform for all 
joints of a given type in a section for each date. This takes 
into account the fact that expansion joints and cont-rt'-ction 
joints ;�ere treated separately, in recognition of the funda­
mental difference betv1een the two. 
Since the averages were well representative of all 
joints, they were plotted on the bar greph in Fig. 6 ., The 
full height of the bars represents the total mee.sured closure 
in inches. The cross-hatched portion represents the computed 
closure for 10 degrees (Fahrenheit) increase in temperature, 
so reduced for better compe.rison of the relative movement at 
various see.sons as iolell as betvreen the various sections. Fur-
ther reductions 1vere computed to movement for 10 degrees change 
per 20 feet of slab and applied to Sections 6 and the Standard 
Section, in 11IhirJh the joint intervals Here 60 feet and 30 feet 
respectively. '1'he range in temperature for each section dur­
ing the period when measurements were. taken is shown numeri-
cally, and the range in temperature is :;::l,y';'ted fl:"c>P.pbi.c,all:v ir, 
each inste.nce. 
It 1vill be noted that tho unit change'" J:l. 1,ld'th.:> of 'ttr·J 
contrnction joints v1ere relatively uniform w�.th respect to 
both the dates measured and the differ�Bnt sections. On the 
surface, some significance can be e.ttached to the f�:wt t hat 
Section 6 ,  he.ving the longest slab lengths, had the smallest 
unit change, e.nd the next sme.lles·t average unit che.nge occur-­
red in the Ste.ndard Section, which was the only other secti0n 
vii th e. joint spacing grea.ter than 20 feet. 
'� Total closure converted 'to closure per 10 ° temperature in-­
cree.se per 20 feet of pe.vement. 
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However, thi s  does not tB.ke into account the f2.ct that 
Section 6 had by far the greatest frequency of crack develop­
ment at tho time of the l a.st inspection. Thi s is disousJB:ed 
more fully uno. or 11 Condition Surveyn l at er, but with <m aver­
age of 98.6 transverse cre.cks per mile the effective slab 
length hes been reduced from 60 feet t o  an avere.ge of e .bout 
28 feet. Po ssibly the effect of cre.ck development is reflect­
ed in the reduction in closure per t en degrees temperature 
increase measured in 1948 e .nd 1949 e.s compared with similEcr 
data taken in 1942 or e8.rli er when cracking was much more 
limit ed, 
The d8.ily  movements  of  the expansion joints were con­
siderably l ess  uniform for the individual sections, and tvere 
even more e .t variance by comp8.ri son e .mong different sectioneo 
The unit movement of expansion joint s  generally •1as great er 
than that of contract ion joints in those rections with tho 
120 foot int ervo.ls between e;q_)o.nsion joL1t•J, The rev erse c/2.5 
true in tho s e  sections whore thi s i nt ,•r·;·c. .. 1··-ie.a L:-oo feet or 
great er. This inconsi stency me.y, in par:, be 'i.uo ·�·) joermanont 
closure •·rhoreby expe.nsion joints  in ';;�woe section8 vil'uh ·:;hro 
long joint interval s ree.ched a !!permanent'' nondi t .l.on early 
and retained that clo sure throughout the int ervening yee.rt:,. 
A s 2. me .tter o f  fa.ct ,  these joint widths showed practloE'.lly  
no  change by s easons ( see Fig. 7), v1hereas joint widths i n  all 
sections ·11i th short er interval s had considore .. ble seasone.l 
variat ion. 
Trken P.t f-ree vrlue, drily joint-•·ridth morsurements in­
di cr.t e thrt n.n r.verf'go ooeffeci ont of therm"l expP>nsion of 
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In Fig. 10 cracks observed for the entire pro j ect up 
t o  February 1949, are drawn in plan to show their distribu­
t ion and location. A count of the crs.cks ( at the.t t ime) by 
t ype and the frequency of the different t ype s f or es.ch sec­
t ion are re corded in Table V. A bar graph illustrating the 
frequency per mile is plotted in Fig. 9 .  
Cracking, as a rule ,  has o ccurred with greater fre­
quency in the test  se ctions than in their corre sponding 
1 repeatn s e ctions, with the exception of the majority of 
l ongitudinal cracks, 
In Sections 7 and 7-R, cracks of all t ypes were some­
·Nhat equally represented. In Sections 6 and 6-R, there "I'Jas 
a predominance of transverse cracks which may be a consequence 
of greater slab lengths. Transverse cracks al so occurred 
re.ther frequently in Secti_on 4 ,  while in Section 4-R the num­
b e r  was comparable cui th a general average condition, The fre­
quency of longitudinal cracks in Section 4-R exceeded by an 
appreciable amount the .t foio the other sections .  
Corner bresl;:s, both ins ide &md outside , were out stand­
ing in Section 7, Sections 4 and 7-R ,,Jere next :tn order ovith 
the number o f  inside corner breaks , and Section 6 with out s ide 
corner breaks . Thi:a t ype of cre .cking occurred quite infre­
quently in the remaining se ctions.  
From the standpoint of the crcwk count in 1949,  SectioJ:1e. 
3, 2,  and 1 had the best over-all record, ''ith Se ctions 3-R, 
5,  and Stande .rd next in 01oder. As shown in the Re cord o f  
Crack and Condition Survey (Ap;Jendix G), the rat e of crack 
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development incneaeed in the last 2 y e.ars or following the 
survey in De cember 1946. Some sections run contrary to this,  
outstanding examples b eing Sections 6,5, Standard, and 2-R. 
Some of t he spalling at j oint s  reported from time to t ime has 
become obliterat ed by j oint filler applied in recent mainten­
e.nce operations. 
TABLE V 
CRACK SUJ,il-!ARY BY TYPE PER SEC'i'ION 
lTo. of No. of No. of Outside No. of Inside Uo. 
Section Transverse Cracks Lon�itudinal Cracks Corner Cracks Corner Cracks S:palling 
Ho. Length per per per per per per per per 
(feet) Sec tion Hile Section J.iile Section i�ile Section Mile Joints 
7 1270 8 JJ.2 6 24.9 7 29.1 7 29.1 1 
6 1500 28 98.6 0 o.o J 10.6 0 o.o 1 
5 1480 4 14.3 0 o.o 1 3.6 0 0.0 0 
4 1500 17 59.8 6 21.1 1 3-5 4 14.1 0 
3 2500 5 10.6 1 2.1 o*l o.o 1 2.1 0 
2 JOOO 1 1.8 10 17.6 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 
1 5000 11 11.6 2 2.1 0 0.0 2 2.1 1*2 
Std. 7000 '30 21.4 4 ).0 1 0.8 6 4.S 5*3 
2-R 2500 3 6.3 14 29.6 0 0.0 0 o.o 1 
3-R 2500 2 4.2 8 16.9 0 0.0 0 o.o 1 
4-R 1500 6 21.1 1 4  49.3 0 o.o 1 3.5 2 
5-R 1500 7 24.6 3 10.6 0 o.o 1 3-5 0 
6-R 1500 14 49-3 1 3.5 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 
7-R 1200 4 17.6 '3 1).2 1 4.4 2 8.8 0 
*1 1 dia gonal crack *3 Spalling in slab 
*2 Spalling along centerline, 2 locations 
• " ' 
' • 
" 
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Fig. 11.  One of the More Serious 
Example s of Spalling , Station 542 + 90 
F ig, 1 2. 
Drop Inlet 
Ins tallation •. 
Typi cal of C racking Where 
i s  Cons tru c ted Near Joint 
Station 6$6 + 00 in West Lane 
Fig, 13 . Faulted Joint, Station 6S6 + 4o 
Fig. 14. Irregular Transver3e 
Cracking in East ):.,ane, Station ('09 + 52 
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RESULTS 
ln some measure, circumstances under which the pavement 
of this project has existed have limi ted the results at the 
present stage, During a large part of that time other sections 
of the highway have been closed for construction, thus ,  re­
stricting the number and size of vehi cles traveling over the 
I , 
road., Completion of thi s  worl: in the near future t<J:l.ll prob-
ably bti ng the use ot these e:icps:d.il'iehtal sections up to a l evel 
that may be considered n normalli for y ears to come. 
Despite these limitations, several differences among the 
s ections have developed, and the effects off different variables 
can be analyzed to a considerable degree. These are briefly 
as follows: 
General 
1. All expansion j oints tended to close and retain a 
certain amount of closed set within 6 months after construction. 
Only Section 6 ,  1>1.i"th the longest slab lengths, showed any re­
ver sal of thi s  tendency, Trends in j oint openings in that 
section were fluctuating even as late as 8� years after con­
struction. ( see Fig. 7 and Appendix 0) 
2. Section 7 was unique 1Ji th respect to progressive 
change toward closure of expansion j oints. Expansion j oints 
in that section started closing almost immediately, c�hereas 
expansion j oints in  all other secti ons opened a considerable 
amount during the first perli.od of tcvo to six months before be­
ginning the progressive change to closed set. ( s ee Fig. 7 and 
Appendix C). 
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J. With very few excel>tions , changes in widths across  
j oints 1r1ere quite uniform for all j oints o.f a given type 
measured wi thin each section individually on ee.ch date. There 
were, however, great differences in the changes for the dif­
ferent secti ons and for e�Jansion joints as compared with con­
traction joints . ( see Appendices B, C and D )  
4. Despite the slight trend toward greater plasticity 
of the subgrade soils in the ll repeatll sections as compared 
vii th the 11 testn sections, repeat sections have shown better 
overall performance than their counterparts among the test 
sections . Longitudinal cracks, ��hich •rere much more prevalent 
in all but one of the repeat section s ,  constituted an outs tand­
ing exception. ( see Fig, 9 and 10 , and Appendi ces F s.nd G ) , 
Spacing of Expansion Joints 
.5 .  Expansion joint spacing had no appreciable effect 
on the tendency of these joints to assume and retain a clo sed 
set, although the 1:tata perts.ining to thi s were very meager. 
( see Fj.g, 7 and Appendix D) 
6 .  The influence o f  temperature variation on changes 
in width of e�Jansion joints 11 as much greater when the spac­
ing was relatively short - 120 feet or shorter - than when 
i t  was 4oo feet or greater, After six months of service, the 
joints in sections \'lith the larger intervals were hardly af­
fected by temperature changes, ( see Fig . 7 and Appendix C) 
7. The unit movement•� (de.ily)  of expansion j oints 
" To tal closure converted to clo sure per 10 ° temperature in­
crease per 20 feet of pavement. 
generally 1o1e.s greater than that of contraction j oints on those 
sections  with the 120 foot intervals between expansion j oint s .  
The reverse was true in thos e  sections where thi s interval was 
400 feet or greater. ( see Fig, 6 )  
8 .  In the sections with the 120 foot o r  shorter spacing 
of expansion j oint s ,  openings in contraction j oints were great­
er and the t endency for them to remain open was greater than 
in sections where the expansion j oint interval was at least 400 
feet, ( see Fig,  7 and Appendi.cea C and D) 
9. Expansion j oint spacing or even t he existence of ex­
pansion j oints as compared 1idth contraction j oints had no 
measurable effect on faulting or differentials  in pavement ele­
v s.tions in adj acent sle.b s ,  ( see Fig. 8 an d  Appendix E) 
10 . The longer spacing of expansion j oints - or omi ssi on 
of expansion j oints - 1!>78.s conducive to  fewer cracks of all types 
developing in sl.u.bs of eque.l length after construction. ( see 
Fig s .  9 and 10 , DJ'tG. Appendix G )  
ll . Fe;,1er t:r·ans7erse cr�:cc£.s , and on the whole fewer cracks 
of all types , developed in the sections with the lengthy expan­
sion j oint spacing than in sections having shorter expansion 
j oint spacing and equal slab length s .  This applies to  progress­
ive crack development as well as the pavement condit ion in 1949 , 
( see Fig. 9 and Appendix G )  
Spacing o f  Contraction J oint s ( Slab Lengths ) 
Spacing of contraction j oints can not be viewed as an 
entirely separate variable s ince load transfer and particularly 
mesh reinforcement were unique in the two sections having greats" 
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than normal j oint apacing . 
12 . In the two s e ctions where the contraction j oint spac­
ing was great er than 20 .feet ,  the expansion joints showed the 
greatest tendency to  return to  their original widths with re­
ductions in t emper!Iture . Thi s was more pronounced in Section 
6 \-lith a 60 ft . contraction j oint interval than in the Standard 
s ection 'Pli th a 30 foot interve.l . ( see  Fig. 7 and Appendix C )  
1 3 .  The extent of opening of contraction joint s increased 
in approximat e proportion with the increase in slab length. 
Joint s  in sections with the great e st interval (or greatest slab 
length) as sumed and retained the largest opening regardle s s  of 
changes in temperature.  Ho�rever, the computed unit change'-f 11ras 
smallest in Se ction 6 ,  which had the greatest slab length. ( see  
Fig, 7,  and Ap:oendices C and D)  
14 . Pavement elevations showed that the greater the slab 
l ength the greater the difference in elevation between the ends 
and centers of slabs o.rhere warping occurred, However, the aver--
age difference in  elevation per foot of slab we.s about the se.m·3 
regardless  of slab l engths. All s ections had some warped slabs 
according to the measurements that were made.  In most cas e s  
neither the amount nor the direction o f  warping remained con-
stant year after year, and in many instanc e s  the warping reversF.6. 
from a concave to convex shape. No general increase in tendency 
tm11ard warping \'ii th increase in the years of service •·ras record­
ed. ( see  Fig. 8 and Appendix E) 
�fTote� change converted to  change per 10° temperature increase 
per 20 feet of pavement � 
15 . All se ctions had tilted slabs , but in S ection 6 
(60 foot slab lengths) the tendency we.s less pronounced and 
there were f ewer instances of tilting in relation to the number 
of slabs than in the other sections with shorter slab lengths.  
( se e  Fig. 8 and Appendix E) 
16 . The de.te. sho'"'7 no definite  e ffect of contre.ction j oint 
spacing on the development of cracks in the pavement . Not only 
were there variations among sections having equal j oint spacing , 
but one of the two sections with an extraordinarily long inter­
val had by far the greatest number o f  transverse cracks, and 
in contrast the other had no more than an ave rage number o f  
cracks of any type i n  1 949. ( se e  Fig , 9 and Appendix G) 
Load Transfer and Reinforcement 
As in the case of slab lengths the pre sence or absence 
of mesh reinforcement can not be considered entire ly as a 
separate variable, however, loa.d transfer by dowels at the 
j oints was varied enough to provide a limit ed basis for separ-­
ate  evaluation, 
17.  The data sho111 no evidence of resi stance on the part 
o f  dowels t o  the closure of contraction j oint s .  ( see Fig. 7, 
and Appendix C )  
18 . The prevalence of  tre.nsv'erse cracks within about 
five feet  o f  contraction j oints in S e ction 4 ,  as opposed to 
the elmost complete  absence of thi s condition in Section 5 ,  
indicat e s  that dowel bars were ben efi cial in tre.nsferring load 
across  contre.ction j oint s ,  even though the joint s were open 
considerably . Similarly , corner breaks vvere more pronounced 
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where the dowels were omitted. The same contrast doe s  not 
exist betwe en Section 4-R and Section 5-R, ( see Figs, 9 ,  10 , 
and 7 )  
19 .  No  load transfer in  either contraction or  expansion 
j oints in pavement vli th normal j oint spacing resulted in ex­
ceptional deterioration of all typ e s ,  if the influence of pave­
ment thickne s s  in S e ction 7 can be discounted, ( see  Fig. 9 and 
Appendix G )  
20 , In the absence o f  load transfer, closure of contrac­
tion j oints and accompanying aggregat e interlock t ends t o  pre­
vent development of cracks and corner breaks, as shown by the 
performance o f  sections 1 ,  2 ,  and 3 in contrast with sectj ons 
4 and 7 .  ( see  Figs . 7 11nd 9 )  
21. Aside from pronounced faulting at expansion j oint 
No. 19 in section ? land contraction j oint No . 23 in section 4 
( both having no dowels for load transfer) ,  there was no netic­
able effect o f  dmwels on the t endency for displacement of ad­
j acent slabs at ex:,pansion and contraction j oint s.  ( see Fig. 8 
and Appendix E) 
22. LD.Cl( of opportunities for compari son obscure the in­
fluence of mesh reinforcement on pavement performance. However, 
the high rat e of transverse crack formation in both section 6 
and section 6-R is  stong evidence that the 70 pound mesh failed 
to counteract the tendency tovJard cracking in slabs of 60-foot 
l ength. In contrast , the combination of 44 pound mesh and 30-
foot slab length resulted in a tran sverse crack int erval that 
Has about average for all section s .  ( see Figs . 9 and 10 ) 
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Pavement Section 
23. On the �lhol e ,  the pavement of uniform 7-inch section 
had the worst p erformance re cord of all pavement in the pro j e ct. 
Huch of thi s  could p o ssibly be attributed to the absence of  
load transfer bars at both contracti on and expansion j oints , 
for the contrast between section 7 and sections 4, ?�R and 4-R 
in pavement performance >vas not extreme despite the fact that 
sections 4 and 4-R had a 9-7-9 secti on and dowels at expansion 
j oints . ( see Figs, 9 and 10 ) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Taken at face value , the results obte.i ned from thi s  ex­
perimental pavement (containing certain aggregate s and built 
under certain condition s )  to date lead to the conclusion that :  
e�Jansion joints are o f  little benefit and are probably detri­
mental unl e s s  installed in at least 400-foot interval s ;  clo s e  
intervals ( at the most 30 feet) for contraction joints are 
preferabl e ;  do1i�el bar'S for l oad transference at contraction 
joints are of que s tionabl e value except in the case of joints 
that open considerably and remain open thus being deprived of 
any advantage that might be gained through interfacial pre s sure 
and aggregate interlock; the thi cke ned edge pavement section 
is superior to that of uniform thi ckne s s ;  and me sh reinforce­
ment alone will not prevent cracking particularly in slabs 
greater than 30-feet in length. 
\11th due regard to the very narrow margin for differen_, 
tiation in some case s ,  over-all p erformance characteristics 
by s e ctions were from be st to poore s t  in the following order �  
1 ,  2,  3, 5 ,  Standard, 4, 7 ,  and 6 .  
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APPENDIX A 
A tabulat 1 on of da�a covering the period 
between July 1 1  1940 , and Decembe� ,1,  1948 , 
and 1nclud1 ng the monthly mean t empera tul"e s ,  
the monthly means o f  maximum and minimum t•m­
peratur e s 6  the highe st and lowest temperatures 
tor each month , and the aonthly aeo.umulat1on 
ot inches or rainfall and snowfall .  
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tt� 42 
� t� e) 1'£1 4� 0 [:o::j �� R 
T:Eii1BER.ATUR3S MD PRZCIPIT.A.TION DATA 
l'ionthly, July 1940 - December 1948 
' 
i'ionthly Mean of 
!-lean Hax. " Hin. Highest Lowest 
Temn . Temp. Temp . Temp . Temp, 
76.6 88,) 64.9 99 55 
78.0 90,0  66. 1  100 59 
78.6 90.7 66. 5  98 54 
78 .7 89 . 1  68 . ;  96 58 
79 . 4  93.5 65. )  103 53 
76.9 89 . 6  64.2 100 53 
7 7 . 0  90.2 6).9 99 5 6  
7J.2 86.8 59 . 7  98 44 
78.6 90 . 6  66.5 95 53 
76.7 88.3 65 . 1  97 " �  78.2 9 1 . 1  65 . 4  100 
75 .0 85 .9 64.1 99 51 
78.8 91.5 66.1 103 52 
77.8 90 . 0  65 . 6  101 55 
76.0 88,0 63. 9  97 49 
71.9 84,8 59 . 0  94 42 
81 , 3  95 . 6  67 . 0  103 61 
76.7 91 . 4  62 . 0  105 51 
66,8 80 ,3 53 . 4  93 39 
72.3 85 .5 59 . 1  9 4  37 
68.0 79 . 9  56.2 90 34 
66.2 76.9 5 5 . 6  98 42 
70.7 83 . 3  58.1 92 . 43 
72.2 83 . 7  60. 8  9 3  52 
68.8 84.3 5 3 . 4  95 39 
69 . 6  84.7 54. 4 99 36 
70.8  84.5 5 7 . 1  95 46 
6o , o  74.5 45 .5 8? j1 
62. 8  . 73-7 52. 0  91 33 
57.8  70,3  45 . 3  83 21 
5 7 . 4  70 . 0  44.8 84 27 
59 . 6  74. 3 45 . 0  87 29 
57.2 . 70 . 1  44.2 82 32 
59.8 76.5 43. 2  92 30 
64.7 81.3 48. 1  91 34 
56.1 69 . 7 42. 6  80 25 
44.4 54. 8 34.1 77 15 
44.7 5 5 . 9  33. 5  76 21 
50,4 59.5  41 . 3  77 23 
45 .2 57 . 4  33. 1  84 20 
48. 2  5 6.8 39 . 6  80 25 
48. 6  59 . 1  J8,2 82 19 
50.5 6; . 4  37 . 6  84 22 
42 .2 52.8 31 . 6  65 12 
48 . 8  � 8 . 6  1q , o  7S 22 
ttl .§ !:i ��:� . � - �i 6·1 3 , 2  . 1  I �5 36.4 46 . 1  26.8 5 it� �0,8 24. 6 �i J 1 . 1  22.� ij • J �� 16 Jl . 6 a6 . 6  :� 2i · 12 0.5  3 .5  12 
Precipita Snowfall 
tion in in 
Inches Inches 
) .12 0 
) .76 0 
1.88 0 
2 . 99 0 
1 . 67 0 




2 . 02 0 
J , Ol 0 
4)1·1 0 
0, 44 0 
J ,J7 0 
J ,84 0 
4.32 0 
2 .13 0 
0.78 0 
1 . 16 0 
1.93 0 
5 ,30 0 
3 .11 0 
2 . 26 0 
7 . 06 0 
1 . 16 0 
3 :18 0 
3 . 63 . 0 
0.81 0 
6.10 0 
2 . 07 0 
1 . 62 0 
0 .71 0 
1 . 64 0 




2 . 33 T 
5 .58 0 
1 , 46 T 
2 .63 T 
4.50 T 
4.69 b 
3 . 00 :t: 
9 .55 it' 






42 J0. 6 
43 )8. 5  
44 )8.7 
� 45 31 . 8  � 46 J6,4 47 J7.8 
48 26.7 
41 31.8 
42 34 .6 
43 40 . 4  
� 44 
--
45 39. 2 
ii1 46 42.0 ,-q f<] 47 28. 6 "" 
48 37- 5  
41 39.8 
42 48. 6  
43 43. 6  
� 44 --
� 45 5 6 . 6  � 46 5 7 . 0  
47 37. 6  
48 48 . 6  
41 59-9 
42 5 8 . 6  
43 54. 2 
H 44 56. 6 � 45 59 . 7  46 60.4 
47 57.4 
48 59.8 
41 67. 7  
42 66. 0 
43 66.4 
44 70 . 1  
� 45 62 .8  46 64. 2  
47 62. 8  
48 65 . 6  
41 74. 6 
42 74. 6  
43 77 . 6 
� 44 79 . 8  45 73 · 3  I:; 46 74. 6 
47 7 2 . 6  
48 76. 0 
TE>WEBATUR:SS .AliD PlBCIPITATION DATA 
Nonthly, July 1940 - December 1948 
!4ean of Precipi ta-
i:iax. Min . Highe st Lowe st t ion in 
Temu. Temu . Temu . Temn, Inches 
44.J 28. 5 5 6  11 2,JO 
40, 8  20.5 66 -15 ).65 
48. J  28 . 7  76 5 0 . 57 
47 .9 29.5 70 11 1.66 
40, 0  2) . 6  53 l 3 . 19 
46. 2 26.7  70 7 3.53 
46.5 29 , 0  68 10 5.8J 
37-1 16.3 62 -2 2.57 
39 . 1  24.4 60 13 0,8J 
42. 3  26.9 64 6 2 . 55 
5 2 . 7  28 . 2  69 0 0.92 
-- - -- -- J.ll 
47 .') 30 . 4  70 1 6.77 
5J. 6 29 .5 64 5 6 . 29 
39. 6 l7. 6  67 3 0 , 20 
47. 3  27.7 72 5 3 - 75 
5 0 . 1  29.6 68 12  1 . 07 
60 ,J )6.9 79 24 6 . 55 
55 . 2  32. 1 76 3 11.48 
-- -- -- -- 4,41 
67 . 6  45.5 85 27 9 - 53 
69.1 45 . 0  79 23 3.04 
49.5 25 . 8  69 0 2 . 35 
5 7 . 8  39 . 3  79 15 ? .40 
71.9 47 .9 86 39 1 . 84 
71 . 8  45 .4 88 27 3 . 26 
64. 3  44. 1  83 28 2.22 
67.8 45. 3  84 28 5 . 66 
70 . 2  49. 2 81 30 4.20 
73 . 6  4? . 2  90 31 2.44 
69 . 2  45. 7  83 30 7 . 4J 
70 . 9  49 . 1  83 31 5 . 14 
81.3 54. 1  93 37 1. 50 
77- 7  54.4 89 4� 4.53 76.5 56.4 87 3 . 86 
82.5 57.7 94 34 2. 67 
74 . 0  51.6 90 36 3 . 44 
75 - � 52.9 86 40 5 - 75 
76.0 49 . 7 87 33 6 . 07 
77 . 8  53 - 5  87 43 J, J)' 
86.9 62. ) 97 50 2 . 89 
86 . 0  6) .1 97 49 2 .93 
88 . 2  67 . 1  95 55 L}. 09 
93.3 66 . 2  107 46 1.88 
83 . 7  62. 9  96 47 6 . 77 
87 .J 61.9 9 6  46 2 . 76 
84. 1  61. 2 95 50 �) .JJ 
89 .5 I 






1 . 5  
1.5 
7. 0 
2 , 0  
--
6 . 2  
T 






1 0 . 5  
T 
T 
































Daily Joint Width Measurements 
A t abul at i on by s e c t i o n s  o f  all dai ly 
j o int measurement s ,  recorde d as i nche s of 
clo sure between two dai ly measurements !or 
the observed t emperature i ncreas e s .  The 
averages for expans i o n  j o int and cont ract ion 
j o i nt moveme nt s  for eaah s e c t i on are al s o  
included , 
Date 
Time .A..iii . 
Temp . Air ° F 
Tem_TI_. Cone . o F 
Tirue P .loi. 
Temp . Air ° F 0 Temp . Cone. F 
Temp. Diff. 
Cone. o F 
I 
Joint No . I  Tvoe 
i 





10 I c I 11 I c 12 c 
13 i E 
_J,y_e. 2 ExP ,_,rt_s_. 
AY<?�_ 1°F _ _  . 
Ave .  5 Cont.JtEl_ 
Ave . per 1uF 
11-28-40 2-2S-4L 
7 : 00 7 : 00 
28 35 
3J )8 




-. 008 - . 021 
-.018 -. 03;1.-
- . 021 -. 024 
-.020 - . 020 
- . 019 -. 022 
- . 010 - . 028 
- . 01S - . 020 
-.0115 - . 020S 
- . 0010 . 0016 
-.01?6 -.02_5_0 
- . 001S -. 0019 
IlA.ILY JOilJT liiDTH iilli\.SI.iiOill'iTS 
s:scTimr 2 
'i-28-41 8-29-41 11-26 41 ·1-6-42 6 lf-42 8 28-42 8 4 48 2-8-49 
4: 15 5 : 15 6 : 15 7 : 15 5 : 45 6: 00 5 : 15 7 : 00 
68 73 32 29 70 64 73 35 
81 79 34 .,8 80 76 75 J4 
2 : 00 2 : 00 . 2 : 00 4:30 3: 00 2 : 15 2 : 00 1 : 30 
92 94 58 57 88 91 78 65 
104 102 �2 S9 102 101 90 63 
+2'l +21 +18 +21 +22 +2S +lS +29 
IHCH::SS CLO Su1B FOR T-"i'iP .riliii.TIJRS C?.ANGE 
-. 071 -. 041 - . 026 - . 04') . -. 016 -. 048 - . 010 -. 048 
- . 050 -. 043 - . 027 -. 040 -. 039 - . 053 - . 035 -.040 
-. 046 - . 044 -. 030 -. 028 -.034 -.051 -.028 -. 028 
-. 044 -.040 - . 030 -. 032 - . 034 - . 051 - . 011 - . 024 
-. 045 -. 041 - . 028 -. 036 -.037 - . 054 - . 011 - . 024 
- . 053 -.053 - . 030 -. 042 -. o}9 -. 052 -. 016 - . 026 
- .  0]5_ -. 044 - . 029 -. or;s . -. 018 - . 047 -. 006 - . 054 
- . 074 - . 041S - . 02? S  - . 0450 - . b)?O - . 04?S -. 008 - .OS1 
- . 0012 -.0010 0 . 0015 -. 0021 -.0017 - . 0019 - . 000� -. 0018 
-. 04?6 - 0442 -. 0290 - . 01S6 - 01h6 - . OS22 -. 0202 - . 0216 
-.0021 -. 0019 -. 0016 -. 0017 -. 0017 - . 0021 - . 0016 - . 0008 
--Date 
Tir.1 e .A. .. I:i .. 
Temp . Air °F0 
Tem.n � Cone .. F 
Time P .h. 
Temp .. ..,:\.ir °F 0 Temp C one F 
Temp .. Riff . 
Cone .. F 
' 
Toint No . ! Tn>e 
1 I E 
4 ! c 
'} ! 3  
6 I C 
7 : :8  
_4_�� -;L�,_ ,Its._ _ 
Ave .  uer 1°F 
" II "20_1 �lab 
Ave .  2 Cont . Jts 
Ave .  p_er 1°F 
11 II "20 1 slab 
. 
1-28-40 2-25-41 
7 : 10 7 : 10 
29 35 
11 18 




- . 040 .,. . o s8 
- . 048 - . os4 
- . 04� - . 066 
- .044 -.OS1 
- . OS1 - . 060 
- . 04?7 - 0611 
- . 0040 - . 0047 
-.0017 - . 001'} 
- . 046 - . O S1S 
- .0018 - . 0041 
-. 0011 - . 0014 
DAILY JO Ill'r \'II DT� E:::AS1JR:IiiJI2 S 
SECTION_-"6'----
5-28-41 7-29--41 11-26-41 3-6-42 6-4-42 8-28-42 8-4-48 2-8-49 
4: 30 5 : 00 6 : 30 7 : 30 6: 00 6 : 25 5 : 35 9 : 00 
68 73 32 29 70 64 75 46 
81 ?9 14 )8 80 76 84 40 
2: 15 2: 00 2 : 15 4: 20 ;3 : 15 2: 35 2 : 15 1 : 45 
92 9 4  58 57 90 91 78 65 
106 104 S2 S9 101 101 9 0  61 
+2S +2S +18 +21 +21 +2S +6 +21 
INCE3S CLOSURE FOR THiP:::RA"'UR3 CEA11GE 
-.lS? -.111 - .100 - . l4S -. 119 -.1?6 -. 012 - . 144 
- .O? S - . 092 -.OS6 - . 048 - . OS9 - - 0? 0 - . 006 - .011 
- . 141 - . 135 -. 082 -. 1)0 - . 117 - . 148 -. 008 - .129 
- . 0?7 - . 089 -. 062 - . O S? - . 0?1 -. 101 - . 01 0  - . 021 
- .191 -. 140 - . 086 - . 129 - . 1?? - .1S? - . 046 - . 116 
- -1S2 - . 1  iS - 0891 - . l i �  -. 127 - . lhO - 02.9 - .140 
- . 0_061 - . OOS4 - . ooso - . 0064 - . ooss - . 0064 - . 0048 - . 0061 
- . 0020 - . 0018 - . 0017 -. 0021 - . 0018 - . 0021 -. 0016 - . 0020 
- . 076 - . 090S - . O S9 0  - . OS 2S -. 066 - . 08S S  - . 008 :.. .017 
- . 001 -. 0016 -.oo·n .- . 002 '} -. 0028 - . 0014 - .  001) - . 0007 
- . 001 - . 0012 - . 0011 -. 0008 -. 0009 - . 0011 - . 0004 - . 0002 
' 
Date 11-28-40 
7: 30 Time A .. £:l .. 0 
Temp . .. �ir F 30 
Temp Cone. OF 34 
Temp . P .1i .. 2: 30 
Temp . Air °F 40 
Te:rrm . Cone. °F 4<; 
Temp . Diff . 
Cone. °F +11 
i 
Joint 1To . : Type 
' H: - . 010 
2 l c -. 021 
6 c - . 016 
ll c - . 017 
16 c -. 020 
20 c - . 019 
21 ' E  - .012 
Ave 2 "Sxn .Tt s .  - 011 
Ave . per lvF - . 0010 
Ave . � Contr. Jts 
Ave . per 1 °F . 
·· . - . 0186 
-.0017 
2-25-41 
7 : 30 
36 
38 





- . 024 
- . 018 
- � 021 
- . 023 
-. 0)0 
-.014 
- . 012' 
- . 001( 
-.0212 
-·. 001S � 
DAI LY JO IN'I 1:ID'Cli L':AS13JEHITIES 
5-28-41 
5 : 00 
68 
80 






6: 00 7: 15 
74 32 
79 36 












IllCEJS CLOSURE FOR �-iF�'i...J\.T"Lt?Ji C F.Al:JGCil 
. •  018 -. 012 . 007 -. 001 
-.051 - . 058 -.036 - . 046 
- . 040 -. 042 -.029 -. 042 
.; . 027 -.032 - . 028 -. 045 
- . 038 -. 041 -. 029 -. 037 
-.0�1 -. 0<:6 -. OS2 -. 0;,4 
-.OS? -. 012 -. 002 -. 004 
-.04? � - . 01 2  -. 004 -. 00'1S 
-. 0018 . 000 - . oco, -. 0002 
-. 0411: -. o4s - . 014 - . o44E 
- . 001E -. 002 - . 002 - . 0022 
6-I.J-42 8-28-42 8-4-48 2-8-49 I 
6 : 30 7: 00 6: 45 7 : 15 
' 
72 65 75 42 
80 75 84 40 ' 
} : 45 } . 10 3 -50 2 .20 
88 90 79 68 
104 102 90 64 
+24 +27 +6 +24 
- . 021 - . 01? - . 01<; -.001 
-. OJ? - . 060 -. 012 -.031 
-. 030 -. 046 - . 015 - . 031 
- . 025 -. 045 -. Oll - . 023 
-.026 --g: -. 013 - . 024 . -. 042 . 0  -.0)7 - . 01S 
-.028 - . 019 - . om - .oo9 
. 024 - 018 .ooo - oos 
-.OOH - . 0007 -,001) -. 0002 
- . 012 -.os14 -. 0176 -.0288 
-.001� -. 0020 -. 0020 - . 0012 
DAILY JOINT 1ITDTE lfSAS'G�iTilTS 
SECTION _2_ 
,----------,------�----.------.-----,------.-----.-----.-----.------r-----1 
Date 11-28-4o 1 2-25-41 I s-28-41 I 8-29-'+1 I n-26-41 I 1-6-42 I 6-4-42 I 8-28-42 I 8-5-48 l2-9�_49 
Time A .lil .  7 : 40 7 : 40 5 : 15 6:15 J 7 : 3. 0 ! 8 : 20 j 6. : 30 J 7 : 20 5 : 45 7 : 30 Temp. A ir 0 P 30 36 68 74 3� i jJ. 74 I 66 67 35 Temu . Cone . ° F 14 18 79 78 ___ l_t:, __ j __ �+�) __ __ 12.1-. __ 











Temp . Air ° F 40 47 94 94 58 y; ' (., ; 90 82 67 
Temo. Cone. ° F 4� �2 106 104 �4 ·"0 I 1·JLf 102 I 10) 64 
I Temp. Diff . l 
- - --- - - . 
Cone. ° F +11 +14 +27 +26 +18 +20 -tn.._ _  L _ +3_0 _ _ _ _ I +25 
Joint No . 'J'YUe 
1 ! 3 
2 ! c 
6 ! c 
11 c 
20 c 
22 ' c 
31 1 c 
36 . c 
4o I c 
41 - 1 E 
Ave .  2 Exp. Jt s .  
Ave . per 1° F 
Ave .  8 Cont . J t s .  
Ave .  per 1° F 
-.018 -. 016 
- . 015 - . 020 
- . 011 -. 022 
- .016 -. 021 
-. 013 - . 019 
- . 019 - . 024 
- . 014 - . 022 
- . 023 -. 031 
-.022 - . 030 
-.011 - . 012 
- .0145 -. 0140 
- .00132 - . 00100 
- .0166 - . 02'36 
- . 0015 - . 00l2_ 
IUCEES CLOSU� FOR T:;:a�iPER..8...1·l.1RS CIL<U1G3 
-. 052 -. 041 - . OQ2_ - . 008 
-. 037 -. 035 - . 034 - . 054 
- . 029 -.033 - . 031 - . 040 
-. 033 -. 032 - . 029 - .029 
- . 029 - . OJ3 - . 032 -.035 
- . 033 -.028 - . 027 - . 035 
- . 032 - . 032 - . 031 -. OJ8 
-. 04Lf - . 042 - .039 - . 046 
- . 048 - .049 - .042 - .OLf9 
-.048 - . 022 - . 001 - . 004 
- . oso -.011 s - . 005 -.006 
- .0019 -.0012 - . 0003_ -.0001 
- . 0'356 -.0355 - . 0331 - .0407_ 
- . 0011 - . 0014 - . 0018 -. 0020 
- .02') - . 0� - . ou_ - . 001 
- . 014 - . 044 -. 028 - . 035 
-.022 - . 039 - . 040 - . 028 
-.013 -. OJ2 -. 028 - . 034 
-.011 -.OJ3 - . 028 - . 029 
- . 014 - . 035 - . 035 - . 031 
- . 025 - . 037 - . 035 - . 025 
- . 019 -. 01f5 -. 039 - . 054 - . 026 -. 049 -.OL!-8 - . 0)7 
- .019 -. 022 - . 008 - . 009 
- . 022 - . 02 SS - . 0105 - . 0005 
-.0010 - .OOQ2_ - . 0004 - . 0000 
- . 018 -.QJ23_ -.Q'l21. - . 01412 
- . 0008 - .0015 - . 0012 - . 0014 
Date 1-28-40 2-2�-41 
Time A.M. 7 : 50 7 : 55 
Temp . Ai r ° F JO 37 
Temp. Cone. ° F 34 38 
Time P .. E .. . 2 :50  2 : 50 
Temp . Air ° F 40 4? 
Temp., Cone. ° F 45 52 
Temp . Diff. 
Cone. ° F +ll +14 
' 
I 
Joint No . T;me 
l c - . 024 -. 025 
5 c -.019 - . 021 
10 c - .016 -. 022 
29 c - . 016 - . 017 
33 c - .017 -. 021 
56 c -. 014 -. 015 
61 c -.014 - . 019 
65 c - . 016 -. 019 
I No Expansion Joints I 
I 
Ave .  8 Cont . Jt s .  -.0147 - .  0199 
Ave .  per 1° F -.0011 - . 0014 
DAILY JOINT WIDTH !18_>\.SUJ?..IHE!JTS 
SECTION _1_ 
�-28-41 8-29..-41 ll-26-41 
5 : 45 6: JO ? : 45 
72 ?6 35 
79 78 16 
J: lO J; OO .-, • r' r' .::: . .  .J _) 
94 92 58 
106 10/J. S 1  




8: 40 7 : 20 
34 ?6 
?(\ 81 ...::L. --r-- . J ,_ ·; r, . 4- l c.;  " """': - I ". - -" 
55 · Bo 
60 10) 
+21 +22 
INCE.:cS CLO Sl.ITG FOR TI:IvCP:SRATuili CH..IJ'JG3 
- . 054 - . 053 - . 041 -. oso -. 035 
- . 040 - . 031 -.024 - . OJ8 -.020 
-. 027 -.030 - . 029 - . 045 -.013 
- . 031 -.033 - . 022 -. 033 -,019 
-. 042 -. 044 - . 026 - . 034 -. 032 
-.032 -.02 6  - . 023 - . 031 - . 013 
- . 036 - . OJ? -. 028 - . 0)6 -.022 
- . 035 -. 039 - . 028 - . 041 -.017 
- . 0171 -. 0166 -.0276 -.0185 - . 0214 
- . 0014 -. OOll� I - . 0016 - . 0018 -. 0010 
8-28-42 8-4-48 2-8-49 
7 : 40 6: 15 7 : 50 
68 68 �g ?S Tl 
J : ho 2 : 00 3 : 20 
91 82 65 
10) 104 6) 
+28 +)1 +24 
- . 053 -. 040 - . 013 
- . 037 -. 044 - . 029 
- . 035 -. 018 - . 036 
- . 034 - . 034 - . OJJ 
- . 056  -. 031 - . 024 
-. 036 -. 032 - . 053 
- . 038 -. 040 - . 029 
. - .037 - . 037 - . 024 
- . 0408 -. 0)45 - . 0)01 
-. 0014 - .  0011 - . 0011 
APPENDIX C 
Seas onal Joint Width Neasurements 
Tabulations and graphs by s e ctions of all 
seas onal joint Nidth measurement s recorded and 
plotted as different ials in inche s to the orig­
inal measurement s made Sept ember 1940 . Included 
in the table s are t he observed temperatures and 
c omput ed averages of t he measurement s for both 
expans ion and contract ion j o ints for each section . 
S:::A.SONAL JOIH'i' WTD'Tri Jci:8ASulJLliillfiTS 
S3C'CIOH __]_ 
I 
Date 11-27-40 2-24-41 5-27-41 8-28-41 ll-2S-41 1-6-42 6-1-42 8-28 42 
I 
8-4 48 :;> 8-49 
Temp . Air ° F 32 41 88 86 34 58 92 91 SJ 65 
Temp . Cone . ° F 40 42 98 99 39 52 106 101 86 63 
Time 12: 00 li 12 : 00 H 12: 00 lT 12: 00 lT 12: 00 li 12 : 15 pg 1 : 10 pg 2 : 15 Ph 11: 00 .!'ill. 8 : 45 .Al-i 
Joint l�o .. Type 
ETCE:SS PLUS OR LHTIJS TIS OPJ GINAL E.:ASUlEiiCSlJ'i'S 
7 E - . 01,7_ - . 072 -.423 - . 476 -.191 - . 199 -.�11 -.479 . TJ2 - .714 
8 c +.064 +.075 +.063 +. 07J +.151 +. 128 +. 044 +. 049 +.155 +.163 
9 c +. 065 +.059 +. 041 +.065 +.1J9 +.11'8 +.057 +. 058 +.130 +. 152 
10 c +.032 +.OJ1 +.009 +.033 +. 09J +. 070 +.008 +. 012 +.086 +. lOJ 
11 c +. 067 +.068 +.04J +.058 +.1JO +.097 +. 028 +. OJ9 +. 142 +.153 
12 0 +. 078 +. 083 +.05
-
5 +.071 +.150 +.11!-1 +. 059 +. 067 +. 183 +.209 
11 �: - . 006 -.052 - . 404 - . 464 - . 189 - . 19 1  -. S16 - . 487 -. 704
 - . 710 
].9 E +. 005 -. 026 - .178 - .391 -. 1es - .)56 -.488 -. 4'50 - . 69S  - . 695 
20 c +. 076 +.076 +.083 +.101 +.178 +.169 +. llJ +.117 +.2J.'3 +.273 
21 c +. 041 +.056 +.038 + . 037 +.117 +. 093 +.034 +. 040 +.197 +.226 
22 c +. 055 +.OJO +. 016 - . 007 +.103 +.043 -. 027 -. 023 +.103 +. 148 
23 c +.062 +.070 +. 047 +. 064 +.1J2 +. 102 +.124 +. 040 +.114 +. 162 
24 c +. 07 5  +.090 +.060 +. 068 +. 13� +. 114 +.014 +. 047 +.080 +.116 
2 '5  � +. 013 - . 024 -. 3Tl -.149 -. 260 - . 291 - . 401 -. 170 -.751 - .765 
Ave . 4 E -.001 -.044 -.J84 - . 421 -.342 - . )60 -.480 - . 446 - . 721 - . 726 
Ave .  10 c +. 062 +.064 +. 046 + . 056 +.111 +. 108 +.047 +. 04'5 +. 141 +.171 
S3ASOUAL JO INT FIDTE H3ASUREHENTS 
S:3C'i'I0li __£_ 
Dat e ll-27-40 2-24-41 5-27-41 8-2!:1-41 11-25-41 3-6-42 �-3-42 
Temp . •  Ur vF0 32 41 90 86 34 59 96 
Temp . Cone. F 40 42 99 96 40 53 108 
Time 12:10 PH. 12�30 PM 12 . 15 PH 12: 15 PH 12�20 n;; I 12: 40 Pi\ 2 : 00 FE 
IHCH3S PLUS OR Eili!US T£ ORIGINAL llSASUR.Ei,LSil'l'S 
Joint llo .  Tv-De 
1 E +.220 +.194 -. 186 -. 181 +.126 +.0'32 - . 118 
2 c +. 1_54 +.142· .+.082 +. 112 +.214 +.185 +.106 
1 E +.195 +.177 . - . 200 -. 228 +.065 -. 021 - . 171 
4 c +.170 +.170 +.100 +. 128 +.278 +.267 +. 147 
b - +. 17_9 +.148 -.188 -.180 +. 070 �. 0'32 -.'322 -" 
6 c +.151 + .],57 +.090 +,1'33 +. 289 + 249 +. 145_ 
7 .  :E +.196 +.174 -.220 -. 242 +. 01+6 - . 046 - . 181 
8 c +. 1'5 5 +.152 +. 078 +, 088 +.217 + 200 +.081 
.9 :s +.1 4 +.1?9 .182 -. 182 +.106 +.022 - . '307 
10 c +.1 8 +.152 +.102 +. 142 +.266 +. 249 +.150 
11 :E + 1 8 +.109 -.211 -. 241 +.052 - . 044 -.364 
1- Av"-· _6 E +.197 +.164 -.],2(3 -. 202_ +.Q78 - . 015 -. '344 




2 : 15 pjJj 11: 10 i\l'i 
- .268 - . 4'32 
+. 112 +. 206 
-. '318 -. 111 
+.146 +.229 
-. 268 - . 400 
+. 142 +.270 
- . '340 - . 622 
+. 088 +.261 
-.261 -.512 
+. 144 +. '395 
-. 330 -.  346 






9 : 00 All! 




- . 111 
+.170 





- . 194 
+. 375 
- -·-
s:sA.SOllAL JOIH� 1"1IDE F:C8SU?..:Sci:O;J'I•S 
S:3CTIOU ....!±._ 
Date ll-27-4o 2-24-41 '>-27-41 8-28-la 11-2'>-41 1-6-Lf2 6-1-42 8-2.S-Lf2 8-4-48 2-8-49 
Temp. Air o :? J4 42 90 86 38 60 91 91 eo 55 
Temp .. Cone .. ° F 4o 42 100 97 43 56 110 102 92 47 
Time 1: 00 YJ!L 1�)0 PI-i 1 : 20 PM 1 : 00 PL 1 :  0 '>  PH 1 :2<;  p;; z: r:-o H-� 2 :  <; <  FE "< : l <  py; 0 :  OOc\ll 
INCEES PLUS OR J:J:l'JuS Tt':E ORIGIE.U. 1-&SU:EO-GJT S 
Joint l!o . Type 
7 b +. 079 +.o47 - . 211 -. 10') -.106 I . 107 -.14? �')9 I -:e;z;; - . '>cl1 
8 c +.069 +. 076 +.052 +. 084 +.200 +.187 +.058 +.089 +. 071 +.147 
9 c +.080 +-"071 +.039 +.051 +. 129 +. 094 +.035 +.043 +. 045 +.096 
10 c +.034 .±.020 -. 015 -. 015 +.053 +.013 -. 026 -. 020 +. 110 +.030 
11 c +. 060 +.063 +.030 +. 056 +.127 +. 094 +. 041 +. 047 +. 049 +.092 
12 c +.106 +. 124 +.068 +.108 +.228 +.220 + •. 084 +. 112 +.07iJ + ]58 
11 E +.046 +.on -.224 -. Til -' . 111 -. '"!J. -. 141 ; -.  '1:-19 -�67 -:<;?9 
19 E +.074 +.048 - . 195 -.293 -. 288 -.294 --355 -. 368 --575 -.578 
20 c +. 080 +. 078 +.030 +. 054 +. 162 +. 142 +. 050 +. 062 +.102 +.174 
21 c +. 068 +.064 +. 021 +. 023 +.088 +.056 +.019 +.038 +. 058 +.113 
22 c +.059 +.062 - . 011 -. 022 +. 034 +. 0$9 �.023 -.on +. 005 +.089 
23 c +. 065 +. 064 +.023 +.050 +.108 +.070 +. 028 +. 033 +. 032 +. 081 
24 c +.079 - +-D76 +. o,;, +. oi:n +.190 +. H�B +.06'> +.o76 +.o7o +.147 
25 :;] +.066 +. 042 -0. 289 -0 . 161 -0. 149 -0. 3512 -0.441 -0.44o -O . S1S -o. s4i 
Ave . 4 E +.066 +.038 -.235 -. 323 -.319 -. 322 --371 -.376 -.550 -.560 ��-- -·· Ave .  10 c +. 07 0  + . 070 +.010 +. Ql}7 +.112 +.111 +. OTl +. 047 +. 062 +.111 
Date 1-27-40 
Temp . Air °F0 J4 
Temp . Cone . F 4o 
Time z :  oo n; 
I 
Joint No . Type 
1 E +.102 
2 c +.071 
4 c +.420 
6 c +.062 
8 c +.068 
10 c +.062 
12 c +.0?1 
14 c +. 060 
16 c . +.065 
18 c +.065 
20 c +. 077 
21 E +.182 
41 � +.060 -"' 
Ave . 1 E +.11S 




2: 00 H-i 





















INCE3S PLUS OR i-iiUUS TEl ORIG-Ili!AL l-i:&\.Su'RSiiEl1T S 
+ 072 - - .411 - .461 -.460 -. 4�7 -.491 
+.072 +.b15 +.023 +.130 +. 106 +,005 
+.4-18 - +.368 +.J72 +. 438 +. 419 +.J68 
+.046 +.003 +. 012 +. 073 +.083 +.006 
+. 056 +.012 +.016 +.080 +. 027 +.011 
+.064 +.010 +. 012 +.072 +. 049 +. 008 
+. 0_96 -.004 -. 001 +.064 +. ?62 -. 012 
+. 049 . 000 +.010 +. 06J +. 048 .000 
+.044 -.014 -. 019 +. 050 +.019 -.023 
+.056 +.001 +.00:1. +. 073 +. 044 -.013 
+.076 +.01'3 +. 021 +. 145 +. 145 +.016 
+.084 -.441 -.481 -.47 6  -.472 -.519 
+.037 --.491 - - . 4-99 -. 47_1 -.465 -._522_ 
+. 06!r - . 4s6 -. 480 -. 469 -.465 -. 512 
+.094 +. 04o +. 04'5 +.119 +. 170 +.0'37 
:l-28-42 8-4-48 2-8-49 
90 79 68 
102 90 64 
1:10 H-i 4:15 Ui :>: 20 P!vi 
-.476 - . S16 -.210 
+.006 - +.027 - +.071' 
+. 369 +. 3?5 +.410 
+.013 +. 023 +. 053 
+.011 +.022 +.052 
+.012 +.019 +. 055 
- . 008 +.002 +.031 
+. 002 +. 012 +.031 
-.022 -.001 +.025 
-oO? - +.OJ? +.065 
+. OJ.? +.043__ +. 086 
- . soo -.56'3 -.  '56'3 
-. �11 -. '500 -. s s s  
- . 496 -. 526 -. S41 
+. 039 +.056 +. 088 
Sb.ASONAL JOIUT \'IIDTH l-SAS\JlWillJTS 
S3CTIOti 2 
Date ll-27-40 2-24-41 5-27-41 8-28-41 11-25-41 1
-6-42 6-1-42 8-28-42 8-4-48 2-8-49 
Temp .. Air ° F 34 42 92 86 42 58 
90 90 78 67 
Temp . Cone . ° F 40 42 102 98 
Lf3 59 108 102 72 64 
Time 2 : '30 PJ.I 2 : 10 PE 2 : 00 FE 2 : 00 PH 1 : 4s m 
2 : 20 PH 1 1 : 10 PH 1 : 2 5  PI� 9 : 45 .AH 3: 00 PH 
IlJCIES PLUS OR iHNUS TL 01UGINAL i'ffiASillEH:SJJTS 
Joint No. Tvne 
1 z +.111 +. 094 - . 116 -. T39 - . 281 
- . 277 - . 151 - . 1 57 - . 176 - .170 
2 0 +.053 +.073 +. 006 +. 008 +. 080 
+. 075 +. 008 +. 009 +. 021 +.041 
4 c +.062 +.048 - . 011 +. 012 +.046 
+. 015 -. 039 - . 038 - . 038 - . 018 
6 c +.051 + . 033 +.022 - . 027 +.031 
+.005 - . 046 -.050 - . 05 1  - . 030 
8 c +.064 +. 057 +.007 +. 012 +.071 
+. 059 +.032 +. 036 +.057 +.084 
10 c +.039 +. 03 1  +. 017 - . 012 +. 043 
+. 031 +.008 +. 010 +. 016 +.02 7  
12 c +. 059 +. 054 +.009 +, 021 +. 083 +.
073 +. 062 +.067 +. 044 +.076 
14 c +.059 + . 054 +.009 +.023 +. 086 
+. 085 +. 068 +.072 +. 043 +. 062 
16 c +. 062 + . 050 +.002 +. 010 +. 065 
+.021 +.003 +.011 +. 025 +. 051 
18 c +. 048 +.054 - . 005 +. 002 +. 066 
+. 035 +. 001 +. 005 +. 009 +. 019 
20 c +. 057 +. 055 - . 002 +.007 +. 065 
+. 043 +,003 +. 009 +.019 +.041 
22 c +.061 +. 046 - . 002 +. 005 +. 062 
+. 032 +.004 +.010 +. 019 +.038 
24 c +. 059 +. 055 +. 001 +. 006 +. 071 
+. 045 +. 010 +. 015 +. 029 +. 043 
26 c +.064 +. 056 . ooo +. 010 +. 068 
+. 048 +.005 +. 010 +.028 + . 052 
28 c +.066 +. 056 +. 004 +. 012 +. 070 
+. 058 +. 008 +. 014 +. 032 +. 056 
30 0 +. 05 3  +. 041 - . 029 -. 024 +.039 
+.008 - . 033 - . 027 - .019 - . 005 
32 0 +.058 + . 054 - . 003 +. 002 +.064 
+. 043 +. OOLf +•. 007 +.028 +.047 
34 0 +. 07 5  +. 064 +. 004 +. 009 +. 085 
+. 054 +.007 +. 012 +.024 +.052 
36 0 +.079 +. 068 -. 010 -. 006 +.092 
+. 053 - . 006 +.002 +. 016 +. 046 
38 0 +.056 +. 043 - . 023 -. 023 +. 054 
+.030 - . 032 - . 033 -. 020 - . 012 
40 0 �. 076 + . 070 +. 004 +. 005 +. 114 
+. 090 +.006 +. 008 +. 043 +.076 
41 E +.08'(_ +. 194 - . 464 -. 497 �.485 
- . 484 -.517 - . 516 -. 525_ - . 508 
Ave . 2 E +.099 +. 144 - . 190 - . 418 -.383 
-. 380 - . 435 - . 437 - . 451 - . 439 • 
Ave . 20 c +.060 +_._Qll_ . 000 +. 0026 +.068 
+. 045 +. 0036 +. 0075 +.016 +.017 I 
SEASON-IlL JOIN_T ':IIDTE i·:LA.SU:REi:i:!'!TS 
S:ECTIOli 1 
Date 11-27-40 2-2/f-�1 S-27-41 8-28-41 ll-2S-41 1-6-4-2 6-1-42 8-28 42 8-lJ-/fS 2-8-4G 
TeL1J? . Air o F 34 42 92 86 44 58 89 91 78 65 
Temp .. Cone .. ° F 40 43 104 100 43 60 108 103 72 63 
Time 3 : 00 PH 3: 00 PM 2:  30 flii 2 :  }Q_ PM 2 : 00 PH 2 : 50 PE '3 :  4S PJ.i 3 : 40 pjcj 10: 10 .Al1 1 : 20 PV 
INC:f'3S PLUS OR HI1!US Tr.::S ORIGINAL H:;:;ASU':'-ill-·ciJTS 
Joint l'io . :pype 
1 c +.084 +. 073 - . 004 - . 006 +.108 +.096 -.008 - . 007 +. 052 +. 112 
J c +.068 +.056 +. 006 +.014 +.071 +.033 +.OOJ +.006 +.012 + . 044 
5 c +.078 +.065 +.006 +.016 + . 074 +.050 +.007 +.012 +.026 +.060 
7 c +.072 +. 068 +. 011 +.015 +.Nl7 +. 061 +.008 +. 010 +. OllJ· +. 033 
9 c +.076 +. 069 +.009 +. 019 +.090 +.071 +.005 +. 009 +. 014 + . 018 
13 c +.054 +. 042 +.002 +.010 +. 077 +.052 +.006 +. 016 +.017 +. 026 
17 c +.076 +. 058 - . 003 +.014 +.086 +.079 +.002 +. 007 +.002 +. 006 
21 G +.070 +. 060 +.005 +.018 +.093 +.063 +.011 +.019 +. 018 +. 04·8 
25 c +.072 +. 068 - . 001 +.013 +.073 +.033 +.006 +.012 +. 009 +. 041 
29 c +.054 +. 040 - . 021 -.009 +.051 +.OJ6 - . 011 - . 004 - . 010 +. 014 
JJ c +.058 +.052 - . 024 .,- . 016 +.062 +. 045 - .013 - . 013 -. OJ8 +. 011 
37 c +.078 +. 062 +. 004 +.014 +. 072 +.OJ8 +. 012 +. 014 +.012 +.035 
41 c +.060 +. 048 - . 020 -. 019 +.04J +. 015 - . 050 - . 036 -. 041 - . 025 
4�  c +.077 +.067 +. 009 +.018 +. 081 +. 056 +. 012 +. 018 +. 013 +. OJ2 
lf9 c +. 062 +.056 +. 017 +.017 +. 04J +. 021 +.022 - . 018 +.029 +. 006 
53 c +.071 +. 070 +.005 +.01J +.078 +.064 +.012 +. 022 +. 044 +. 08J 
57 c +.061 +. 056 +.006 +.016 +.071 +. 048 +.007 +. 012 - . OOJ +. OJ6 
59 c +.075 +.060 . 000 +.017 +.074 +.054 +. 027 +. OJ4 +.OJ? + . 050 
61 c +. 077 +. 065 +. 002 +.016 +. 080 +.058 +.025 +.OJJ +.04J +.080 
63 c +.061 +. 073 +.010 +.020 +.085 +. 075 +.045 +. 056 +. 065 +. 09J 
6_5 c +.071 +.os9 - . 001 '  +.011 +.075 +.038 +.OOS +.011 +. 020 +. OS S 
Ave .  21 c +.069 +.06J +. 0008 +.010 +. 075 +.052 +.006 +.010 +.016 +. 041 
�-
Date 
Temp . Air ° F 
Temp . Cone. ° F 
Time 








1 : 10 Pli 




2 : 41 m 
SECTIOH Standard 
8-28-41 I 11-25:-41 
88 44 
100 44 








8 : 00 A:i:i 












1: 1.2_ pj·; 
1 I E I +. 160 ! --+.139--f - .23,--l - . 281 l- - . 128 I -. f1l l-- . i6S I .:.426 I -.619 I .: . 621 
2 c - . oo3 - . oo4 - . oo9 +.oo1 +.oorr - . oo4 +. oo4 :ooo- +.oo1 ·a:-ooo 
4 c +.095 +.105 +.090 +.142 +.241 +.225 +. 212 +. 225 +. 148 +.2il.8 6 c +. 044 +. 045 +.025 +.053 +. 098 +. 090 +.094 +.075 +.193 +. )06 
8 0 +. 086 +.094 +.055 +.094 +. 188 +. 168 +.147 +.102 +.20) +.318 
10 c +. 067 +. 060 +.0� +.078 +. 163 +.157 +. 1�7 +. 127. +.2)3 +.310 11 c +. 107 +.113 +.o +. 095 +.190 +. l'i'J +. 104 +.lJ5 +.1Jo +.1Bo 
12 c +. 0510 +. 07.8 +. 0 +.092 +.184 +. 157 +. 143 +.10) +.118 +.206 
14 c +.064 +.0152 +.025 +.046 +.144 +. 107
_ 
+.09?, +.069 +.061 +. 128 16 c +.092 +.091 +. 052 +.076 +.178 +.154 +. 12'+ +. 088 +. 064 +.Q51L 
17 __ l E I +. 121 I +:io4 T -.:n1 T - .294-1 .::Ts7 -r --.178T.:.--:�1:.:4s2 I ---::::647 I - . 641 18- -l--c +.09 1-- - + .0<?9n - -+.05n -+.05
-
-8 1 +.167 �, +�flU --1 -+.120 --1- -+. o
_ 
82- 1 --+.1'371- +.)10 19 c + . 09 6  +. 085 +.028 +. 05 6  +.1)8 +. 115 +.11) +.077 +.081 +. 148 20 C +.116 +.124 +. 080 +. 131 +.219 +.227 +. 229 +.195 +.260 +)flO 21 I E -I +;121--1 - -+.lOTI - - .2'i0�- - .  J!fs:T __ .::z2o -r �-- .212---r=-:-l.l29 _I -:491 I - -��642 22 1 8 I +:09�----1 ---+.06�-1 +.OfiTT +--:-r� -r +:197, I +-:-r�4-r+-.-I9"n-=-1oo-.r---=F.T7'J.-rT.z�-� 2 · +.12 +.11 +. O;r,t +.0 +.18'+ +. 1 +.148 +. 104 +.081 +.1 2� C +.02 +.03 +. OOo +. 0� I +.084 +. 0 � +; 082 +.OR7 +. 191 + . 2  21 I :s;-r -D7zt- +:T69 I - .194 I - . 251 I - . ooOT . 071 I -· .147 I ·  -.410 I <"o68-T---=-.632 
26 c- +-:-07- � +. 0)1 +. +.1'fo +. 101 +. 0�� +. Q;j9 +. 0(2 +.121 28 c +. 078 +.07 +.039 +. O'i'l.f +.101 +.148 +. 1J8 +- QXf' +. 1.)2 +.251 30 C +.072 +.0!;1 +.0)7 +.064 +.155 + . 1)1 +.1)6 +.094 +.151 +.256 31 C +.101 +.Oo9 +.029 +. 043 +.141 +. 094 +. 092 +.067 +.124 +. 209 32 c +.o76 +.075 +.03o +.o5o +.163 +.121 +. n4 +.o72 +. 096 +.16o )4 c +.0?6 +. 080 +.047 +.072 +.162 +. 1)1 + . 1)2 +.090 +.182 +.243 �g {) +.01.!9 +.041 +.015 +. 035 +.128 +. 080 +. 091 +.057. +. 147 +. 245 � c +.063 +. 058 +.0)0 +. 072 +.:).76 :-134 +.1)8 +.106 +.11 s +.142 
c +.010 +.012 -.oos +.oo8 +.21:- 1 +. o2o +.026 +. 019 +.oo8 +.oo6 
4r:-�.:-T _ _  B l +.16o I +.141 I .210 I -.264. I - . 086 I . 115 I . 114 I - .1SO I - . SS5 I - . s4o 
Ave .  5 :S +.148 +.1 2 -.228 - . 62 
Ave .  24 C +.lli_ __ +,OU_ _±.037_ +.126 +.208 
7 
,;\.1. -:;� .. , .f 
�/,:}:.) . � <1 @ ·:"' 
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Permanent Jo int Width Measurement s  
Tabulat ions and graphs o f  all permanent 
j o int lvidth me asurement s f or each s e ct i o n , 
r e c orded and plot t e d  as different ials in 
inche s �lith resp e ct to the orig inal measure­
ments of Sept ember 1940 , Temperature observa­
t i ons are al so included i n  the t abul at i o n .  
P:r::Ri-W>IEl'!T JOHJT liTDT:C: i.'iEASU?J::E:SUTS 
SECTION HO . 7 
Date: July 29 , 1941 June 30, 1942 Aug . 11 , 1943 July 25 - 1944 
Time: 12: 00 lli. 2 : 30 P .H .  11 : 10 A.l·i. 11 : 00 A):, 
Temp. Con e .  °F . 110 108 108 lCG 
Temv .. Ai:I °F. 96 96 92 9 �  
Joint DIFFh.lBHTIAL IH INCIGS '1'0 ORIGHJAL !vll:il_SlJKE;IciEliTS 
No . Tvoe 
7 E -.521 -.510 -.529 - -596 
8 c +.066 +-044 +. 025 +. 050 
9 c +.048 .. +. 064 +.065 +.069 
10 c +.012 +_009 +. 021 +.OOJ 
11 c +.OJ? +.OJO +. 054 +.OJ4 
12 c +.050 +.0 60 +. 085 +.087 
13 :s -. 512 - . 514 -. 544 - . 586 
Aug. 21 , 1945 






- . OOJ 
+. 028 
+.080 
- . 626 
Aug,. 4,  1948 
11 : 00 A,i'i . 
86 
81 








Temp . Con e .  °F. 




















PE.11KAlffilT JOIHT �IIDTH liE!I.SlJ.REi'iEllTS 
S:::CTIOH lTO, 6 
July 29 . 1941 June 30, 1942 Aug. 11, 1943 July 25, 1944 
1.2: 25 Pi'I 3 : 10 PJii 11 : 25 AH 12:15 pg 
111 109 108 108 
96 96 92 96 
DIFFEREiJTIAL IH HTC�S TO ORIGI!iAL !QSUREl>!JillJTS 
. 








- --- --- · 
-- -- -
- - --
-.328 --536 --597 
+.140 +.548 +.540 
-.404 +.006 -.068 
-- -- --
-- - --
Aug. 21 , 1945 Aug. 4, 1948 
12 : 15 :Hi 11: 30 .Alii 
110 87 
I 91 84 
. 
-.109 -.311 
- . 388 +. 229 
-. 660 -.400 
+.536 +.270 
-.127 - . 622 
+. 103 +.263 
--955 -.512 
Date �  
Time ; 
m.- .1p C C 0-w ".L vll1 ., on • .I; .. 




















P:SRiillfEI'iT JOINT i'IIDTH I�EA.SURElciEJ:JTS 
SECTim! HO . 5 
July 29 ' 1941 June 30 , 1942 Aug . 11 , 1943 July 25 ' 1944 
12: if0 PH 3 : 20 PH 11: 45 .!il! 12 : 30 PH 
112 109 110 112 
97 9 S  96 1 oc 
Dh·F3RENTIAL Il� Il\fCHES TO ORIGiliAL i'ill\. SUREl-lliHTS 
-.390 -.484 - . )40 - - 559 
+. 038 +.070 +.133 +.123 
+. 055 +.098 +.138 +.132 
+ . 0)0 +. 092 +.123 +.125 
+.060 +.087 +.112 +.098 
+. 038 +.0?7 +. 128 +.111 
-. 37 8  - .444 - .473 - .509 
'-----�--
Aug. 21 , 1945 t Aug . 4 ,  1948 
12: 30 PE 2 :  li5 PI! 
111 i 90 
O )  . 27 
-. 566 .. . 578 
+.08:) +.234 
+.136 +. 139 
+.119 +.132 
+. 107 +.156 
+.117 +.120 
- . 496 - - 374 
. 
PLB!-!ANENT JO HfT 11IDTH l'iBA.SUR:!D'iENTS 
SECTION NO. 3 
Date: July 29 ' 1941 June 30 ,  1942 Aug. 11 , 1943 July 25 ,  1944 
Time: 12: 55 Hi 3 : 30 P1! 12: 05 Pi.J . 12: 45 Pl! 
Temp . Cone. °F. 110 no 108 110 
Temp . Air °F. 96 94 97 102 
Joint DlFt:oliE!JTIAL IN IlJC:SES TO ORIGIHAL l'LEA:oURElJ!:Sl!C'S 
1\fo .  T:voe 
8 c +. 012 +. 012 +. 010 -. on 
9 c +.007 +.010 +.012 +. 001 
10 0 +. 008 +.007 +.008 -. 006 
11 c +. 009 +. 011 +.015 . +. 005 
12 c - . 006 - . 012 -. 014 - . 029 
13 c +. 005 +.012 +.011 - . 004 
14 c . coo .ooo - . 006 . - . 012 
Aug. 21 , 1945 
12: 45 PE 
110 
92 





- . 021 
+.008 
-.010 
- .  
Aug. 4, 1948 










c_ --- ---- . -
Date: 
Time: 
Temp. Cone. °F. 
Temp. Air °F. 
Joint 


















PZB!i \ •;z,,TT JOU!T l'IIDTE ii£8ASUil:.:l!:Et!TS 
:BCTIOlT :i-'10 . 2 
July 29 , 1941 June JO, 1942 .!rug. 11, 1943 July 25 ,  1944 
1 : 05 PM J : 45 PH 12 : 20 Pili 1 : 00 Pt·I 
112 111 109 ll0 . 
97 88 96 19_0 
D!F?-;:;-B -a!TIAL IN' IlTCli:::S TO O:a.IGETAL ;.GA,SUful�EllTS 
-.355 
+.005 
- . 021 
-.027 
. 000 





























- . 369 
+.009 
-.044 
- . 056 
+.062 











-·- --------· --------- --
-.388 
- .003 
- . 057 
-.077 
+.036 












Aug. 21 , 1945 Aug. 4, 1948 
1 : 00 HI 9 :  45 _1,11, 
llL 72 
92 78 
--376 - . 376 
+.OOJ +.021 
-.048 - . 038 
-. 070 . - . 051 
+.033 +.057 











Da,;e :  
Time: 
Temp. Cone .. °F. 


















ESll!vU,rf.El'iT JOUJT WIDT'".tl: ltr.A.SUREtclEl!TS 
SECTIOH lJO . 1 
July 29, 1941 June JO, 1942 Aug. 11, 1943 July 25 , 1944 Aug. 21
-
. 1945 Aug. 4, 1948 ' 
1 : 55 Pl'l 4: 00 PJ.! 12: 40 PI! 1 : 115 PJ.i 1 : 35 :flil 10: 30 FE 
��.� ��----
109 i;i I _  - . 1�� -i� 
DLJ;�3R2UTI.AL HT IHCE3S TO ORIGIH.AL iG..\.SUP.3kEl!TS 
-.027 - .025 -.024 -. 043 - . 037 --
+.009 +.019 +.012 -. 004 +. 003 --
+.006 +.009 +.010 -.OJ.2 . ooo --
- . 026 - . 016 -.016 -.044 -. 040 - . 038 
-.003 +.006 +.005 - . 004 +.OOJ --
+.012 +.013 +.011 -.007 +,002 --
+.001 +.008 -.003 -.023 -. 007 --
Da-te: 
Time : 
m C OF :.Lemp . one. • 
Temn . Air °F. 
Joint 









25 � ""' 
PEBH.Al'l:ENT JOINT WIDTH l'IJM.SUREt,iEI'!TS 
S:r::CTIOU STAliD.ABD 
July 29 . 1941 June 30 ,  1942 Aug. 11 , 1943 Jelly 25, 1944 
2 : 05 J?l4 4: 20 PM 1 : 05 Ph 2 : 05 PH 
112 111 110 112 
97 90 98 101 
DIFFERENTIAL H! INCHES TO ORIGINAL VGASUREt•GHTS 
-.J41 -.474 
+. 049 +.071 
+. 041 +.070 
+.109 +.190 



















+. 07 6  
+.190 





Aug. 21 , 1945 Aug. 4, 1948 
2 : 00 P!f. 2 : 25 PH 
108 100 
ao 81 
- . 601 - . 6L17 
+. 044 +.137 
+.090 +.081 
+.212 +.260 
M . 607 - .645 
+.182 +.174 
+.099 +. 081 
+.093 +.182 
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APPENDIX E 
Pavement Elevations 
A t abulation of all elevat ions obs erved 
subs equent to the origi nal observat ions of 
Sept ember 1940 ,  and expre s sed as differential s  
i n  feet with respect t o  the origi nal elevat ions , 
JOINT lt'I.RGE JULY 
lJo . 1942 1944 
1 A +.005 +.005 
1 :a . •  ooo +.005 
2 A -. 005 -. 010 
2 :a . ; ooo -.005 
3 A  +.015 +.005 
3 3 +.010 +, 005 
4 A  +.010 +.005 
4 :a  +. 015 +,010 
5 A +.020 +.010 
5 :a +.025 +.015 
6 A  +.025 +.015 
6 :a  +.030 +,020 
7 A +,025 +.015 
7 B +.025 +.015 
S A +.030 +.020 
8 j3 +.030 +.020 
9 A +.020 +.015 
9 E +.020 +. 015 
-
DIFFC:RI!l'!TIAL HT FA VOJvJill1? ELEV ATIOHS 
S3GTIOU 7 
AUG . Fill . JOINT i-iA..1WH 
1948 1949 lio 1942 
+.0:30 +.005 10 A +, 020 
+,020 +,010 10 E +.020 
+.010 +,010 I ll A +. 010 +.015 +.005 ll :B +. 010 
+.025 +.005 12 A . ooo 
+.020 +.005 12 :a . 000 
+. 025 +, 005 13 A +,005 
+,030 +.015 13 j3 +. 010 
+. O/j() +.025 13 c . ooo 
+.035 +.030 14 A +,005 
+,O/j() +.025 14 :a +.015 
,.,��33 +.035 14 c . ooo 
+,045 +.025 15 A +, 015 
+.040 +.020 15 :a +, 015 
+.045 +.OJO 15 c . ooo 
+. 045 +.035 16 A . ooo 
+.040 +.025 16 E - . 005 
+, 040 +.025 16 c -. 015 
1 of 2 
JULY AUG . FTIB . 
1944 1948 1949 
+.015 +. 040 +.OJ5 
+,020 +. 045 +.035 
+.005 +.035 +.025 
. ooo +.035 +.010 
- . 015 +. 015 -.005 
- . 010 +. 015 . ooo 
. ooo +,OJ5 +.010 
+.005 +. 040 +.015 
. ooo +.030 +.005 
+.005 +,OJO +,015 
+.015 +.030 +. 025 
+.00!5 +.035 +.015 
+.015 +.050 +.025 
+. 010 +.045 +, 025 
+.005 +. 025 -. 005 
-.005 +, 005 . ooo 
- . 015 -. 010 -.010 
-
.• 030 -. 025 -.o/j() 
JOHJT JvlARCH JULY 
No . 1942 1944 
17 A -.010 -.020 
17 B -. 015 -. 030 
17 c -.010 -.025 
18 A - . 010 -.020 
18 :s - . 010 -.020 
18 c -. 010 -.030 
19 A -. 010 -.030 
19 :s +.005 -.020 
20 A +.015 +.005 
20 B +.015 +,005 
21 A +. 015 +.015 
21 :s +,020 +.015 
22 A +.030 +.025 
22 B +.030 +.030 
23 A +.030 +. 020 
23 B +.030 +.025 
DIFF:sRIIT.\jTIAL III PAY:t1I3\rl£ :21:8VA7'IO!JS 
S::t:CTION 7 
AUG . HII:B JOINT liARCH 
1948 1949 . Ho . 1942 
- . 010 -.020 24 A +.020 
- . 015 -. 030 24 B +,020 
- . 025 -.035 25 A +. 025 
-.015 - . 025 25 B o�-.020 
- . 005 -. 015 26 A +. 025 
- . 045 -.045 26 B +. 020 
-.055 -. 060 27 A +.020 
-.045 - . 040 27 B +, 025 
+.015 +.010 28 A +.010 
+.005 +.005 28 B +. 010 
+.020 +.020 29 A +.010 
+.020 +.035 29 :s +. 015 
+,030 +. 035 30 A +. 005 
+.035 +.030 30 :S +,005 
+.030 +,035 31 .fl. .  +. 005 
+.025 +.035 31 :s +.005 
.1-- -��. --
2 of 2 
JULY AUG . .. L:.d • 
1944 1948 1949 
+. 020 +.030 +.030 I 
+.020 +. 025 +.030 
+.020 +. 025 +.025 
+. 020 +,025 +,025 
+.020 ·+. 025 +,025 
+. 020 +.025 +.020 
+.020 +. 030 +.020 
+. 020 +. 030 +.025 
+.015 +, 025 +.015 
+.015 + , 020 +. 015 
+,015 +,020 +,020 
+.020 +.030 +.025 
+. 005 +. 015 +.005 
. ooo +, 015 +,005 
. ooo :i-. 015 ; 000 
+.005 +.025 +.010 
JOINT ili.ARCH ' JULY 
Ho . 1942 1944 
1 A  +,015 +. 010 
1 B +.015 +. 010 
1 c +. 015 +.010 
2 A +.035 +.035 
2 B +. 035 +.030 
2 c +.020 +.020 
3 A  +.035 +.025 
3 B +.035 +. OJO 
3 c +.015 +.025 
4 A  +.025 +.025 
4 :B  +.0)0 +.0)0 
4 c - . 005 +.010 
5 A +.025 +.04-0 
5 B +.020 +.035 
5 c - . 005 +.010 
6 A +.030 +.OJ5 
6 l3 +.030 +.040 
6 c + . 010 +.020 
· -
DIFFER3lf::'IAL IlT PAVZ!fENT :ill.I:VATIONS 
S:SCTimT 6 
AUG. ' FEB . JOINT N.ARCH 
1948 1949 Ho . 12_42 
+.005 - . 020 7 A  + . 035 
+. 010 - . 010 7 B +. 030 
+. 025 +. 010 7 c +. 015 
+. 040 +.030 8 A  +.020 
+. 040 +. 030 8 B +. 020 
+.035 +.025 8 c +.010 
+. 040 +.030 9 A . ooo 
+. 040 +.035 9 3 . opo 
+.035 +. 0)0 9 c -. 005 
+. 040 +. OJO 10 A - . 010 
+. 050 +. 035 10 B - . 010 
+.025 +. 015 . 10 c -. 020 
+. 040 +. 030 ll A - . 020 
+. 040 +. 025 ll l3 - .015 
+.020 +.010 
+. 045 +.030 
+.050 +. 030 
+. OJO +.010 
1 o f  1 
I JULY i AUG . .. lf..:.!.B • :1.944 ],2_48 1°49 
+. 030 +. 045 +. 015 
' +.025 +. 040 +. 010 
+.020 +. 030 . 000 
+. 025 +. 040 +. 010 
+.025 +.040 +.010 
+. 010 +. 030 . 000 
-.010 .000 - . 030 
-.010 - . 005 -. 030 
- . 005 + .0)0 - . 025 
-.015 -. 010 - . 060 
- . 015 - . 015 -. 050 
-.015 . 000 -.030 
-.010 - . 010 -.050 
- . 005 - . 005 -. 0)0 
..... -
JOINT i'lil.RCE JULY 
l'fO . 1942 1944 
l A  +.020 +.015 
l ]3 +.020 +.015 
2 A  +.030 +. 035 
2 ]3 +.030 + . 030 
3 A  +.030 +.OJO 
' 3 ]3 +.OJO +.OJO 
4 A  +.OJ5 +.025 
4 3  +.OJO +.025 
5 A  +. OJ5 +.035 
5 B +. 035 +.030 
6 A  +.OIJ.O +.030 
6 :8  +. 040 +.025 
? A +.OJO +.025 
7 3 +.OJO +.030 
8 A +.025 +.020 
8 B +.025 +.020 
9 A  +.OJO +.020 
9 B +.OJO +.025 
--- !....--
DIFFEREI!'l'IAL IN PAV3J'oiEJ:l'l' ELEVATIONS 
SECTION 5 
AUG. F:s:B .. 
1948 1949 
+.065 +.080 










+. 085 +.095 
+.080 +.090 














































l of 2 
JULY AUG. FEB .. ' 
1944 1948 1949 
' +.025 +.085 +. 100 
+.025 +.080 +.090 
+ . 025 +.090 +.095 
+.030 +.085 +.095 
+. OJO +.090 +.100 
+. 025 +.080 +.100 
+.005 +.075 +.085 
+.015 +.075 +.090 
+.020 +.075 +.085 
+.015 + . 080 +.090 
+.015 +.075 +.090 
+.015 +.090 +.090 
+ . 005 +.070 +. 080 
+.005 +. 060 +. 075 
+.005 +.075 +.070 
+.005 +.065 +.075 
+.015 +.080 +. 075 
+.015 +.075 +. 075 
'--
i 
JOINT l•'L.l\RCH .YULY 
NO . 1942 1944 
17 A +.010 +. 010 
17 B +.015 +.015 
17 c +. 010 +. 010 
18 A +.020 +.015 
18 B +.015 +.OlD 
18 c +.020 +.015 
19 A +.020 +. 015 
19 B .  +.025 +.015 
20 A +.025 +. 020 
20 E +.030 +. 020 
21 A +.025 +.025 
21 E +.025 +.025 
22 A +.030 +. 025 
22 B +.025 +.025 
23 A +.025 +. 025 
23 :a +.0)0 +.0)0 
L-.----��------- -
DIFT.:iliEHTIAL IN PAV?IiEHT EL:::VATiollS 
SECTIOl'f 5 
AUG • F:EB . JOil�T MARCH 
1948 1°49 110 . 1942 
+.065 + . 080 24 A +. 025 
+.070 +. 080 24 B +.025 
+.065 +.075 25 A +. 010 
+.075 +. 030 25 B +. 010 
+.070 +.085 2 6  A +.025 
+. 070 +.080 26 :a +.025 
+.080 +.090 27 A +.020 
+.075 +.09 0  2 7  E +. 020 
+.075 +.095 28 A +.015 
+.080 +. 100 28 :a +.020 
+.080 +.095 29 A +.015 
+.080 +.105 29 E + . 015 
+.085 +. 095 30 A +.005 
+.085 +.090 30 E +.005 
+.080 +. 085 31 A +.005 
+. 095 +.095 31 :a +.010 
- - - ----- -
2 of 2 
JULY AUG. FEB . 
:],2_44 :],2_48 1949 
+. 015 +. 075 +.085 
+.015 +. 075 +. 085 
+.005 +. 065 +.075 
+.005 +. 065 +.070 
+.010 +. 075 +.075 
+. 010 + . 070 + . 075 
+. 005 +.075 +.075 
+.010 +.070 +.065 
+.010 +. 075 +.070 
+ . 010 +.075 +.075 
+.015 +.075 +. 075 
+. 010 +. 065 +.070 
+.005 +. 055 +.055 
+.005 +. 055 +.055 
+. 005 +.055 +. 055 
+. 010 +.060 +. 065 
-
JOilJT 1iARCH .J<.iLY 
HO . :).942 1944 
1 [1 +. 025 +. 015 
1 :s +.OJO +. 020 
2 A  +. 035 +.OJO 
2 3 +. 035 +. 025 
3 A  +. 04o +. 025 
3 ] + . 045 +.030 
4 '  _, +. 040 +.020 
4 :s  +. 040 +.025 
� ,'. � "' +.035 +.020 
5 J3 +. 04o +.020 
6 A +. 040 +. 015 
6 :B  +. 040 +.015 
7 ;, +. 040 +.015 
7 ]3 +. 040 +.025 
8 A  +.040 +. 015 
8 ]3 +. 040 +. 015 
9 A +. 045 +.025 
9 }3 +.045 +.025 
D!FF:3?3JJTIAL IN ?Av:st!l::TI:JT ELEVATIONS 
SEC�IOH 4 
AUG. FEB . JOINT f.'Iii.h.CH 
1948 J.949 NO . 1942 
+.04o + . 010 10 A +.OlW 
+. 040 +.005 10 :s +. 045 
+.045 +.045 11 "' +.040 
+.050 +. 040 ll :S +.045 
+. 045 +. 040 12 .i..l. +. 045 
+.050 +.050 12 }3 +.040 
+. 045 +.OJO 13 A +.OJO 
+.050 +. OJO 1J ] +.035 
+. 040 +.020 1J c +.OJ5 
+.045 +.025 14 A +. 040 
+. 035 +.020 14 :s +. 035 
+.OJ) +. 015 14 c +.OJ) 
+.045 +. OL�O 15 A +.OJO 
+.050 +.,040 I 15 ]3 +.025. +.040 +.025 15 c +.0)0 
+. 040 +.025 16 A . coo 
+.050 +.OJO 16 ]3 . 000 
+.050 +.OJ) 16 c +. 005 
1 of 2 
JULY AUG . FEB . 
1944 1948 1949 
+.025 +.045 +.OJO 
+.025 +.0)0 + .030 
+.015 +.,04o +. 030 
+.025 +.0)0 +. 04o 
+.015 +.040 +.OJO . 
+.020 +.OJ5 +. 02,5 
+.010 +.OJO +. 015 
+.010 +.OJO +. 015 
+.010 +.025 +. 015 
+.010 +.OJO +. 020 
+.010 +. 035 +.025 
+.010 +.025 + . 015 
+.005 +.025 +.010 
+.005 +.OJO +.015 
+.005 +.020 +. 010 
- . 025 . ooo -. 020 
- . 025 .000 -. 015 
- . 020 -. 005 - . 025 
JOINT 1-1.:\P.CE JULY 
no . 1942 1944 
17 A - . 005 - . 025 
17 B . 000 - . 025 
17 c - . 005 - . 030 
18 A - . 015 -. 045 
18 B - . 005 - . 045 
18 c - . 010 - . 035 
19 A -. 010 - . 035 
19 B - . 005 - . 030 
20 A -. 005 - . 005 
20 :a - . 005 . 000 
21 A . ooo +. 055 
21 ] . 000 +. 055 
22 A + . 005 +. 055 
22 :a +. 010 +. 070 
23 A +. 015 +. 070 
23 ] +. 015 +, 020 
- -
DIFF�JTIAL IU PAVil-iEl;JT :sLEVATIOHS 
S3CTIOH 4 
AUG . F�. JOINT l'iARCH 
1948 1949 :LJO • 1942 
- . 005 - . 025 24 A +, 015 
- . 005 - . 030 24 :a +. 015 
- .020 - . 035 25 A +, 015 
- . 030 - . 050 25 B +.020 
-. 025 - . 040 26 A +.025 
- . 030 - . 045 26 B +.025 
-. 020 - . 035 27 A +. 025 
- . 020 - . 035 27 B +. 025 
-. 015 - . 005 28 A +. 025 
- . 015 +.005 28 B +. 025 
+. 070 +.065 29 A +. 025 
+. 070 +. 060 29 ] +.025 
+. 085 + , 075 JO A +. 020 
+. 080 +. 080 30 B +. 020 
+. 035 +. 020 31 A +. 020 
+. 035 +.020 31 B +.020 
2 of 2 
JULY AUG . �;Z9 I 1941:, 1G48 
+. 005 +.020 +.010 
+,005 +. 020 +.005 
+.005 +.015 + . 005 
+. 005 +. 020 +. 005 
+. 010 +. 025 +. 010 
+.010 +. 025 +.015 
+. 005 +. 0]0 +.010 
+ . 005 +. 030 +.015 
. ooo +. OJO +. 010 
. ooo + . 035 +. 010 
. 000 +.OJO - . 040 
- . 005 +. 030 - . 040 
- . 005 + . 020 - . 040 
- . 010 +.025 - . OL:-O 
. 000 +.0)0 - . 0)0 
- . 005 +. 035 - . 015 
Jorm: J H.A ... B.CH JULY 
No . 1042 J,'l44 
1 A +. 025 +. 020 
1 J3 +.020 +. 015 
1 c +.020 +. 005 
2 A + . 0 20 - . 005 
2 :B +.020 - . 005 
3 A  +. 025 +.005 
3 E +. 025 + . 005 
4 A  +.030 +. 010 
4 3 + . 030 +. 010 
5 A +.030 . 000 
5 :s +. 025 - . 005 
6 A  +.030 +.010 
6 :s +.OJO +. 015 
7 A + . 035 I . 000 7 J3 +.025 - . 005 
8 A +.005 - . 025 
8 3 +.005 - . 030 
9 A +.025 - . 005 
9 E +. 030 .000 
9 c +.040 +.005 
10 A +. 040 +.015 
10 E +. 040 +.015 
DIFFZR2HTL\L IH PAv:Ei·iEl'IT 3L3VATIOHS 
S:i:iCTION ) 
AUG. I FEB . JOHT!i' l iliARCE 191±6 1949 No . i 1942 
+. 075 +. 010 ll A +. 045 
+. 065 +. 010 11 :3 +. 045 
+ . 055 +. 005 12 A +. 040 
+. 030 . 000 12 :B +. 050 
+. 030 . ooo 13 A +. 050 
+. 025 . ooo 
I 
13 3 +. 045 
+. 030 . 000 14 A +. 035 
+ . 035 +. 025 14 B +. 040 
+.035 +. 015 15 A +.030 
+.030 +.oos I 15 B + . 030 +.030 . ooo 16 A +. 035 
+. 045 +. 015 I 16 3 +. 035 
+ . 01+0 +. 020 I 17 A +. OJO +.005 - . 005 17 :s +. 035 
+.005 . 000 17 c +. 035 
- . 005 - . 025 18 A +.030 
- .005 - . 03 0 18 E +. 040 
+.010 - . 005 19 A +. 045 
+. 020 +. 005 19 :s +. 035 
+ .OJO - . 010 20 A +. 040 
+. 045 +. 020 20 J3 +. OJ5 
+. 045 +.020 
1 of 2 
JTJLY I AUG . FEB . 1944 194>1 1949 
+. 025 +.055 +.040 
+. 020 +. 060 +. 040 
+. 025 +. 050 +. 035 
+.025 +. 055 +. 040 
+. 025 +.045 +. 040 
+. 025 +.050 +. 040 
+. 020 +. 045 +.040 
+. 020 + . 050 +. 040 
+. 005 + . 030 +. 010 
+. 005 +.030 +.015 
+. 015 +. 030 +. 020 
+.015 +. 035 +. 020 
+. 015 +.030 +. 020 
+. 015 +. 035 +.030 
+.015 +.OJO +. 020 
+. 015 +. 030 +. 015 
+. 025 +.040 +.025 
+. 035 +.045 +.040 
+. 025 +. 045 +.OJ5 
+. 025 +. 045 +.040 
+. OJO +. 045 +. 040 
JOINT ! JviARCH JULY ' 1942 l!o . ' i 1944 
21 A +.035 +.025 
21 :s +.030 +. 025 
22 A +.025 +. 015 
2.., "!:1 '-- - +. 015 +.010 
23 A +.025 +. 015 
23 B +.030 + . 015 
24 A +.035 +.025 
24 3 +.030 +. 020 
24 c +.030 +. 020 
25 A +.030 +. 025 
25 E +.030 +.025 
26 A +. 025 +. 025 
26 B +.030 + . 030 
27 .fl_ +. 040 +. 030 
27 B +.045 +. 030 
28 A +.035 +. 030 
28 E +.040 +.030 
29 A +.035 +. 025 
29 B +. 040 - +. 030 
JO A +. 04-5 +. 040 -
30 E +.04o +.04o -
31 A +. 045 +.040 -
31 B +.045 +.040 
DIFFZIGN'l'IAL IlT PAV:!l-;EHT ZL3VATIOHS 
S:SCTION 3 
AUG. FEB. JOINT ! KffiCH 
1 <tl:!2_ 1948 No .. ' ' :1,9/}2 
+. 04o +. 030 32 A +. 04o 
+. 040 +.030 32 B +. 045 -
+.020 +. 020 32 c +.045 
+.015 +.020 33 A +. 055 
+.025 +. 020 33 3 +. 055 
+.025 +.025 34 A +. 040 
+.025 +.020 34 3 +. 035 
+.025 +. 030 35 A +. 035 
+.025 +.020 35 3 +.035 
+.030 +.030 36 A - +.030 
+.OJO +. 030 36 B +. 035 
+.025 +.015 37 A +. 040 
+. 035 +. 020 37 :s +. 04o 
+. 040 +.OJO 38 A +. 030 
+. 040 +.035 38 :a +. 030 
+.035 +.030 39 A +.035 
+. 040 +. 040 39 B +. 035 
+.OJ5 +.025 4o A  _ +. 030 
+.040 +.OJO 40 E +.030 
+. 045 +.035 40 C +.025 
+. 045 +. OJ5 41 A +. 020 
+.050 +. 04o 41 E +. 020 
+.050 +. 040 
2 of 2 
i JULY I AUG. FLB . ! 1944 i 10L�·8 1949 
+.035 +. 045 +. 045 
+. 040 +. 040 +.055 
+.035 +. 045 +.045 
+. 035 +.060 +.050 
+.040 - +.060 +.050 
+.030 +.050 +. 0'-lO 
+.030 +.05 0 +.04o 
+. 020 +. 040 +.030 
+.025 +.050 +.035 
+. 020 +.035 +. 025 
+. 020 +.050 +.OJO 
+.OJO +.060 +. OLfO 
+. 025 +.055 +.035 
+. 015 +.055 +.035 
+.020 +.055 +. 030 
+. 020 +. 050 +. 010 
+. 025 +.050 +.020 
+. 030 +. 040 +.010 
+. 025 - + . 040 +.005 
+. 020 +.030 +. OJO 
+.020 +. OJO +.OJO 
+.015 +. 035 - +.025 
l 
JOINT lYLillCE 
Eo . 1942 
I 
1 A +.030 
1 B +.030 
1 c +.025 
2 A +.030 
2 3 +.030 
3 A +.OJ5 
3 Jl +. 030 
4 A  +.040 
4 :B  +.040 
5 A +.OJO 
5 3 +.040 
6 -".  +.030 
6 3 +.030 
7 A +.035 
7 :B +.035 
8 A  +.040 




















Ill�'.:;':2:tel'':'IAL nT PA V'J:i:sllT :sL:SVAS:' IOHS 
SECTIO�T 2 
AUG. F33 . - JOHiT uu>.eH 
1948 1949 Ho .. 1942 
+.050 +.005 9 A +. 040 
+.050 .• ooo I 9 3 +.040 +.035 . ooo 9 0 +.045 +.030 +.010 10 A +.050 
+. 040 +.010 10 3 +.050 
+. OJ5 +. 015 . ll A +. 065 
+. 035 +.010 ll :S +.070 
+. 045 +. 010 12 A +. 065 
+. 040 +. 020 12 J3 +.065 
+. 035 +. 010 13 A +. 065 
+. 035 +.015 13 3 +.070 
+.025 +.010 14 A +.055 
+. 035 +.010 14 3 +.055 
+.035 +.005 15 A +.050 
+. 035 +.005 15 J3 +. 040 
+. 040 +.015 16 A +. 040 
+. 040 +.020 16 B +. 040 
1 of 3 
JULY AUG .  F:E3 . 
1944 1948 1949 
+.025 +.045 +.015 
+.025 +. 045 I +.020 +. 025 +.050 +. 015 +. 025 +.055 +. 015 
+.OJO +.060 +.025 
+.050 +. 085 +.045 
+.060 +.095 I +.055 
+.050 +.090 +. 055 
+.045 +.085 +. 045 
+. 050 +. 085 +. 045 
+.055 +.090 +.055 
+.035 +.065 +. 035 
+.045 +.075 +. 025 
+.030 +.060 +.OJO 
+. 025 +.060 +.025 
+. 020 +.050 +.005 
+.020 +.050 +.010 
-1-- - --- ----- -- - -- ----- - - --C-.----�L --- - ---
JOilTT EARCE JULY 
l�o � 1942 1944 
17 A +.030 +.020 
17 3 + . 025 ' +.015 
17 c +.025 +. 010 
18 A + . 030 +. 020 
18 }3 +, 030 +.015 
19 A +,025 +.020 
19 }3 +. 025 +.015 
20 A +.025 +. 015 
20 B +. 030 +,020 
21 A +. 030 +,020 
21 3 +. 035 +.025 
2 2  A + . 030 +.010 
22 Jl +. 030 +.010 
23 A +. 020 +.005 
23 B +. 025 +,010 
24 A +. 025 +.010 
24 3 +. 020 +. 005 
24 c +.025 +.010 
- - - --
DU� :C:R:::N'i'IAL In PAV:'l;::;:t�J' 3LEVATIONS 
S3CTIOl! 2 
AUG . F33 . JOHTT ii..I\.RCE TuLY 
1948 1949 1qo .. 1942 1944 
+, 040 . ooo 25 A +. 025 +. 010 
+, 040 +. 005 25 3 +. 025 +. 015 
+. 030 . 000 26 A +.030 +. 015 
+. 040 . ooo 26 }3' +.030 +. 015 
+. 035 · . 000 27 A +.025 +.010 
+, 035 +, 005 27 }3 +. 030 +, 015 
+. 035 +.005 28 A +.025 +.015 
+ . 040 +. 010 28 3 +.025 +.015 
+.045 - . 005 29 A +, 025 +.015 
+. 045 - . 010 29 }3 +.025 +.015 
+.050 . •  ooo 30 A +.025 +. 010 
+ . 035 +. 020 30 Jl + . 030 +.015 
+. 035 +. 015 31 A +. 035 +. 025 
+.025 - . 015 31 3 +. 035 +.020 
+ . 035 - . 015 32 A +.035 +.025 
+.025 -. 010 32 :a + . 035 +. 025 
+. 020 - , 015 32 c +.035 l +. 025 
+,025 - . 015 
-�--- - - -- - � -� 
2 of 3 
AUG . F::3 . 
1948 1949 
+.035 . 000 I 
+. 035 · . 000 
+.035 - . 010 
+, 030 - .005 
+.030 ·. 000 
+. 035 . 000 
+. 035 + . 005 
+.035 I .ooo +.035 +.005 I +. 035 I ·. 000 +. 040 . 000 
+.045 +.010 
+.045 +. 010 
+. 045 +. 010 
+. 045 +.015 
+. 05 0 +. 020 
+. 040 I + . 010 
I 
JOIHT 1 H.ARCE I JULY 
lifo . 1942 1944 
33 A +. 030 +.020 
33 B +. 025 +. 015 
34 A +. OJO +.020 
34 :3 +. 025 +.020 
35 A +. 025 +.020 
35 3 +. 020 +.010 
3 6  A +.025 +.020 
36 :s +.025 +.015 
37 A +.030 +.020 
37 :s +.025 +.020 
�-· �  -
DIFFR'!Bll"TIAL IN PATI}13NT 1'1I.1iWAT IONS 












FZB .  
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i JULY AUG. I FEB .  I 1949 1 944 ; 1048 I 
+.020 +. 030 ·.000 
+.020 +. 035 +. 010 
+. 020 +. 015 - . 010 
+.020 +. 015 - . 010 
+. 010 +. 005 - . 025 
+.010 +.010 ""· 025 
. 000 . 000 -.040 
+.005 +.010 -. 030 
+.005 +. 005 - . 035 
JOil<T 1-i.ARCH I JULY 
No . 1942 I 1944 
18 A +.055 +.040 
18 J3 +.060 +,035 
18 c +.055 +.025 
19 A +.050 +.030 
19 :a +.055 +. 030 
20 A +.055 +.030 
20 .B +.050 +.030 
21 A +,050 +.040 
21 .13  +.060 +.040 
22 A +,065 +,040 
22 J3 +.065 +.04o 
23 A +.075 +,035 
23 J3 +.070 +.040 
24 A +,070 +,045 
24 E +.070 +.050 
24 c +.070 +,040 
25 A +. 070 +.050 
25 3 +.075 +.050 
DIF�'�<TL'.L IlT PAVHJT;c;:[p 3LL:VATIOl!S 





















S:SCTlON l -- --- -
�::lS I> JOll!T 
1949 . }To-. 
+.035 26 A 
+,035 26 :a 
+.030 27 A 
+.040 27 :a 
+4035 28 -"-
-t-040 28 3 
+.-035 29 .A 
c+�-055 29 J3 
+.055 30 A 
+4040 . 30 E 
c+_D45 30 C 
+. 050 31 A 
+.;.040 31 3 
.+-050 J2 A 
.-+� a5 o  J2 J3 
- ·+-D50 33 A 






















1 of 2 
• 
JULY .AUG . I FEB . 
1944 19� 1949 
+.040 +.065 +.040 
+.040 +.080 +.040 
+.050 +. 075 +,060 
+,050 +.075 +.060 
+.045 +,065 +.055 . 
+.050 +.065 +.060 
+.050 +.065 +.060 . 
+,050 +.070 +.065 
+.030 +.045 +,040 
+.030 +. 050 +,040 
+,030 +.050 +.045 
+.030 +.055 +,040 
+,040 +.060 +�040 
+.045 +. 055 +.055 
+.040 +.055 +.050 
+,040 +,045 +.045 





























































DIF:"SSGtTTIAL UJ PADC3ThiT· :SL:;:VATIOl'IS 
S:2CTIOlT 1 
Aug. Feb . 
19453 1949 
+.045 +. 045 
+.045 +.045 
+. 045 +.045 
+. 050 +.050 
+.040 +. 040 
+.035 +.040 
+.035 + .04o 
+. 040 +.050 
+. 040 +. 050 
+. 040 +.045 I 
+.035 +.050 
+. 04o +. 04o 
+. 040 +. 045 
+. 080 +.040 
+.080 +. 045 
+. 060 +.030 
+. 060 +. 025 




































------ - - - --
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' 
July .Aug; .  l'eb . 
1944 194� 1949 
+.030 +. 095 +.030 
+.025 +.060 i · +.OJO 
+.025 +.070 +.035 
+.025 +.070 +.040 
+.025 +.065 +.030 
+.030 +.070 +.030 
+.030 +.065 +.04o 
+.030 +,070 +,040 
+.020 +.055 +.020 
+. 020 I +.060 j +.020 +.010 +.050 I +.010 +. 020 +,055 I +.010 
+.010 +.050 +.010 
+.015 +.050 .000 
+.010 +.050 +.010 
JO!liT ' l'LAll.CE 









4 A  
4 3  
5 A 
5 B 
6 :A  
6 B  
7 _a_ 
7 B 
8 A  
8 B 



















































DH'li$R3NTI.AL IN PAVE!:-lENT ELEVATIOt!S, . 
STAND.A.."'B S:SCT I ON 
AOO . FEB . JOINT !-lARCH 
-� 194<1 No . 1942 
- . 015 - . 035 " ll A -.005 
- . 015 - . 035 11 3 - .005 
- . 005 - . 020 12 A +.030 
- . 005 .. • 035 12 B +.025 
- . 010 - . 035 13 A +.020 
+. 005 - . 025 13 :a +.010 
. 000 - . 015 14 A +. 025 
+. 030 +. 025 14 :& +. 035 
+. OJC +.025 15 A +.025 
+,035 +.025 15 :B +.025 
+. 035 +. 025 16 :A +.OJO 
+. 025 +. 010 16 B +.030 
+. 025 +. 010 17 A +. 04o 
+.030 +.010 17 3 +. 04o 
+. 025 +. 015 17 0 +.04c 
+. 025 +. 020 18 A +. 040 
+. 020 +.0.10 18 3 ' +.045 
+.025 +.010 19 A +. 04o 
+. 020 +.00.5 19 B +. 055 
+.025 +.025 20 A +. 050 
+ . 020 +.025 20 B +.050 
+. 02'0 +. 02_5 
1 of 2 
I JULY i AUG . I FEB . 1944 ', 19Li.8 I 1949 '. 
r +.005 +. 010 . ooc 
I +. 005 +.005 . ooo 
+.010 +. 035 +. 035 1 
+.010 +. 030 +.035 I 
I 
+.005 +.030 +.025 1 
+.005 +. 030 +.015 i 
+.020 +.04c +.045 ' 
+. 015 +.035 +. 045 
+.025 +. 050 +. 04o 
+.030 +. 050 +. 04o 
+.OJO +.050 +.050 
+.030 +.050 +.050 
+.045 +.050 +.055 
+.045 +.060 +. 055 
+.045 +. 060 +. 055 
+. 040 +. 055 + .. 060 
+. 045 +. 060 +. 065 
+.050 +. 050 +.060 
+.050 +.055 +.065 
+.045 +. 050 +.055 
+.050 +.050 +.055 
·--
J'OIHT J!l!11WH j JULY 
�Jo .. 1942 I 1944 i 
21 A +.030 +.040 
21 3 +.0 30 + .035 
22 A +.020 +.025 
22 3 + . 02 0  +.020 
23 A +. 015 +. 015 
23 :s +. 015 +.015 
24 A +. 005 .ooo 
24 3 +.005 . GOO 
24 c +.015 +.010 
25 A +.010 +.010 
25 3 +.005 +.010 
26 A +.015 +.020 
26 B +. 015 +.020 
27 A +. 020 +.025 
27 :s +. 020 +.025 
28 A +.030 +.030 
28 B +.020 +.030 
29 A +.025 +.025 
29 B +.025 +.025 
30 A +.030 +.020 
30 :s + . 025 +.020 
31 A +.035 +.015 
31 B +.030 +.015 
DIFFEIGlifTL!iL Hi PAV.CXITNr 3LEVATIOHS 
STAlffi.IL'ill S3CT IOE 
AUG . I FEB . JOilg"T H.ARC� 1948 19_49 l:To . 1942 
+. 035 +.040 32 A +.030 
+. 035 +.035 32 3 +. 025 
+ . 010 + . 020 32 c +.035 
+. 010 +.015 33 ·" +.03 0  
+.010 +. 015 33 3 +. 030 
+.010 +. 015 34 A +.030 
- . 010 - .010 34 3 +.035 
- . 010 - . 005 35 A +.025 
. 000 + . 010 35 3 +.030 
. ooo +.010 36 A +.030 
. ooo + . 010 36 :s +. 030 
+.015 + . 020 37 A +. 040 
+. 025 +. 020 37 3 +. 040 
+. 030 +. 025 . 38 A +.045 
+. 030 +. 025 38 B +.050 
+.050 +. 040 39 A +. 035 
+. 035 +. 040 39 B +. OJ5 
+.030 +.030 40 A +.04·0 
+.030 +.030 40 3 +. 040 
+. 010 +. 02 0  Lr-a c +.050 
+. 005 + . 020 41 A +. 035 
+.025 +.035 41 B +.030 
+.025 +. 035 
2 of 2 
JULY AUG . I FEB . 
1044 194 8  1949 
+. 010 + . 015 . 000 
+. 015 +. 020 +. 005 
+. 020 +. 035 . ooo 
+. 015 +. 035 +. 025 
+ . 020 +. 035 +. OJO 
+. 015 +. 035 +. 025 
+.020 +.040 +. 025 
+. 010 +. 045 +. 020 
+ . 015 +, 045 +.025 
+. 020 +.055 +.010 
+.020 +. 055 +. 015 
+. 025 + . 075 +. 040 
+.030 +. 080 +.030 
+.030 +. 080 +. 030 
+. 030 +. 080 +. 035 
+. 015 +.065 +.010 
+.010 +. 055 + . 020 
+ . 010 +.065 +. 020 
+ . 010 +. 065 +. 015 
+ . 025 + . 070 +. 025 
+ . 025 +. 065 +. 030 
+. 025 +. 065 +. 030 
APPENDIX F 
A tabulation of results of tests on soil 
samples for Liquid Limit , Plasticity Index, 
and Texture, Samples represent t he subgrade 
at the stations shovm. General groupings under 






Passing N0 • 4o sieve, 
coarser t han 0 . 05 mm. 
0 . 05 m m .  to 0 . 005 m m .  
Finer than 0 . 00 5  m m .  
TA:BUL.ATIOU OF SOIL TEST DATA 
Gradation 
Section Liquid Plasticity Fine 
NUlllber Station Limit Index Sand Sil t ClaY 
7 398+06 22. 3  8 . 1  42 .7 40. 0  15.8 400+08 2 6 . 8  9 . 3  33. 7  49 .1 14.2 
402+10 30, 8  9 . 2  27 .6 58.4 13.3 
404+12 24. 6 5 . 3  3 6 . 0  51. 6  11.7 
406+14 32.9 1 0 . 7  33.4 47 .5 17.5 
408+16 29 .2 8 . 3  29 . 8  � . 0  19 .2 
410+15 '35 .9 18. -'i 27 . 1  . 2  22 . S  
6 412+20 27 .2 8 , 2  33·3 51 . 6  14.2 
414+22 29 . 0  7 . 4  27 . 6  55 . 0  16.7 
416+24 J2 . 2  10.5 34.2 49 .2 15 . 8  
418+26 26.5 10, 0  32. 4  50 .9 . 15 . 8  
420+28 31, 0  9 . 5  27 . 8  50 .9 20 , 8  
422+30 32 . 1  10.3 20.9 55.8  15 . 0  
424+12 10. 5 9 . 0  27 . 1  56.7 1'i.O  
5 426734 27 . 6  7 . 1  3 5 . 0  51. 6  1 1 . 7  
426+36 27.1 6 . 8  32. 2  53 . 8  11 .7 
430+38 27.9 6 . 1  30,1 53 .4 15.8 
432+40 33 -5 13. 6  30 .1 52 . 5  16.7 
434+42 32 . 3  1 0 . 0  2 6 . 6  53 . 4  16.3 
436+44 32 .2 8 • .5 32. 0  � ·5 14.2 418+46 2 5 . 2  1 . 9  11 . 0  . 1  19. 2  
4 440+48 31. 6  11,4 27 . 0  50 .0 20,8 442+50 31. 7  11.5 32 . 4  40.9 15.8  444+32 32 . 3  12 . 2  32 . 6  49 . 2  15.0 446+54 40, 0  14, 8 20.0 35 . 8  39 . 2  448+56 34.5 11, 8  30 . 3  35 .9 20 . 8  450+58 20,0 1 . 3  32 . 0  50.9 15 . 8  
452+60 28,4 10.5 31.3 50 .9 15 . 8  
4�4+62 28 . 4  7 . 8  11 . 8  50.8 16.7 
3 456+64 33. 4  12 . 4  29 .7 49 .2 20,0 458+66 25.9 12.2 31. 2  50.9 17.5 460+68 30 . 3  9 . 1  28. 8  �3-3 16.7 462+70 33. 8  11. 5  30.7 49 .1 19 .2 464+72 32. 0  10, 3  29 . 0  51 . 7  18 , 3  
466+74 32 . 8  11.2 31 . 1  50.0 18.3  I 468+76 33.4 11. 0  19 .0 50. 8  19 .2 
47G+78 26. 6 7 . 0  27.6 51.7 2 0 . 0  
472+80 30.3 11. 1  27 .0 53 . 4  18 . 3  
474+82 28.0 4.9 15.5 60 , 0  17.5 
476+84 28. 4  13. 7  29 . 2  54.2 1 5 . 8  
4?8+86 11.9 9 . 6  2 � . 4  51. 7 20.8 2 480+88 31.7 11 .1 20. 0  50. 0  2 3 . 3  
482+90 34. 1  9 . 3  21.5 33.3 32 . 5  
484+92 29.9 1 0 , 4  4·2 . 7  29 .1 24.2 
486+94 29.9 1 0 . 7  25.2 49 .2 23 . 3  
488+96 29.5 8 . 4  Jl . O  47 . 5  2 0 . 0  
490+98 37.7 14. 4 29 . 0  54.1 16.7 
493+22 35.7 15 . 7  30. 6  30. 0  16.7 
495+00 28.3  11. 5 28 . 7  1 4J . 3  2 5 . 0  
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T.A:BULATION OF SOIL TEST DAIA ( contd. ) 
Gradation 
Section Liquid Plastid ty Fine 
Numb er Station Limi t Index Sand Silt Olav 
2 497 +00 29 . 1  7 ·9 29 . 3  48 . 4  20. 2  499+00 33 . 6  10.9 29 .5 40 .0 30.0  
501+00 25 . 0  6 . 8  29 . 0  55 . 0  1 5 . 0  
503+00 24. 6  8 . 3  28 . 4  5 3 .3 17. 5  505+00 27 . 2  8 . 2  31 .7 so.o 15. 8  
507+00 24.3 6 . 9  32 . 0  51.7 15 . 0  
�Og+OO 24,9 6 . 6  )0 , 0  -�2 . � 1 6 . 7  
1 511+00 34.7 14. 6  27 . 0  3 6 . 6  31.7 
513+00 27 .1 9 .5 24.4 45 . 8  2 5 . 0  
515+00 37 . 6  14. 4 23 . 0  43.4 28 . 3  
517+00 37 . 0  12 . 6  24. 2  31. 6  44.2 
519+00 J 0 . 6  10. 8  21. 0  37-5 37 .5 
521+00 2 � . 3  5 . 1  30 . 5  50.9 13 . 3  
523+00 29 . 7  7 . 8 29 .1 33.4 15. 8  
525+00 2 7 . 0  6 . 9  32. 4  5 1 . 6  14.2 
527+00 25.9 5 . 8 31 . 8  5 1 . 7  15. 0  
529+00 23. 6  4.7 32 . 3  55 . 0  11 . 7  
531+00 3 0 . 0  9 . 5  27 . 8  46.7 22 . 5  
533+00 32 . 5  10 . 2  29 . 1  41 . 7  25 . 0  
535+00 3 0 . 0  11 . 3  3 0 . 0  4lj,,1 2lj,,2 
537+00 28.4 7 .7 30 . 5  49 .1 19 . 2  
541+00 44.1 12 . 3  30 . 4  46 . 3  20. 0  
543+00 27 . 5  9 . 0  3 3 . 2  47 .5 18, 3 545+00 44,8 15 , 2  19.5 17.5 5 3 . 8  546+00 37 .2 16.3 23 . 6  30 , 0  40, 8  547+00 27 . 1  9 . 1  29 . 3  5 0 . 8  1 6 . 7  548+00 30 . 0  9 . 4  31 . 3  so .o 16.7 549+00 30 , 0  11 , 1 27 . 2  54.1 16.7  
551+00 32 , 0  15 . 0  2 9 . 0  3 8 . 3  27.5 555+00 29. 6  10 . 2  26.7 51.7 20.0 
557+00 2 8 , 6  11 , 7  29 . 2  44,2 23 . 3  558+00 23 . 3  9 . 6  3 3 . 8  44.2 17.5 � �9+00 24. s 9 .7 1� . 6  4 <1 , 0  16.7 
Std, ,561+00 24,0 3 . 7  31 . 5  5 5 . 0  12.5 563+00 28. 6 9 . 3  30 . 1  41 . 3  24, 2 
I 5 65+00 29 . 3  8 . 3  33 . 0 45 . 0  19 .2 
567+00 2 6 . 0  8 . 5  32 . 8  47 .5 16.7 569+00 22 , 8  3 . 5  44.2 38.3 1 6 . 7  
571+00 22 . 2  7 . 0  53 . 0  28.4 15. 8  
573+00 21.7 5 . 7  53 .9 24.1 16.7 
575+00 32 . 5  10.5 2 6 . 8  54. 2 1 8 . 3  
576+00 25.9 7 .4 29 .2 so .o 20, 0  
578+00 2 6 . 7  6 , 4  26.7 52.5  20 . 0  
580+00 28.3  9 .1 30 . 9  so . 8  17 .5 
582+00 30.2 10 , 6  27 . 0  LJ.4 ; 1  2.8 . 3  
,584+00 31. 4  10 .7 24·.4 56.7 1 8 . 3  
')86+00 '3 0 . 0  9 .4 11 . 9  48 . 1  19 . 2  
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TABULATION OF SOIL TEST DATA ( contd. ) 
Gradation 
Section Liq_uid P1astici ty Fine 
Number Station Limit Index Sand ' Silt 01tw 
Std. 588+00 26.6  8.5  45 . 0  34. 1 19 . 2  
590+00 24.9 7 · 7  36.9 41 . 6  19 .2 
592+00 23 . 0  4.7 65 . 8  15 .9 15 . 8  
594+00 22 . 5  6.7  57 . 3  23.4 18 . 3  
596+00 19 .5 o . o  66.3 17.5 1 5 . 0  
598+00 . o . o o .o 80.5 8 . 3  10.0  
600+00 21 . 2  None 7 2 . 2  14.2 10 . 8  
603+00 27 . 8  9 .8 26.7  45 . 0  25 . 0  
604+00 3 6 . 8  17 . 9  21.2 35.8 40 , 0  
606+00 40 . 1  16.J 2 5 . 9  29 . 2  40 . 0  
608+00 28 . 3  7 -7 2 5 . 8  44.2 27 . 5  
610+00 24.? 7 .9 39 . 6  35.0 21.7 
612+00 2 5 . 5  5 . 5  5 1 . 6  25 .9 18.3 
614+00 23 . 3  5 . 2  60 .1 19 . 1  16.? 
616+00 25 . 6  7 .7 38. 7  41 . 7  18.3 
618+00 19 . 2  2 . 6  43 . 3  35 . 9  18.3  
620+00 22 . 8  6 . 6  47 - 5  32 . 5  16.7 
622+00 25-7  6 . 8  3 6 . 3  42. 5  19 . 2  
624+00 25 . 4  7 .1 51 . 4  28 . 3  15 .1 
626+00 25 . 8  5 . 9  34.8 44.2 18. 3  
628+00 27 . 7  8 . 1  1 � . ., 44.2 18 . 1  
2R 630+00 32 . 2  9 . 4  34.2 40.8 24. 2 
632+00 31 . 1  10 . 7  2 5 . 3  54.2 20 . 0  
634+00 29 . 6  8 . 5  2 6 . 5  52 . 5  19 . 2  
636+00 27 . 1  6.9 28.7 52. 5  18 . 3  
6)8+00 41 . 4  17 , 2  6.5  32 . 5  54. 2 
640+00 32 .0 12,2 25. 2  44. 2  28� 3  
642+00 25 .1 9 . 8 41 . 4  30 .0 23 . 3  I 644+00 34� 2 10.3 26.7  42 . 8  30.5 
646+00 31. 4  10,2 26,2 50 . 0  22 . 5  
648+00 28 . 4  9 -5 25 . 0  52 . 5  19 . 2  
650+00 24.1 6 . 3  3 2 . 1  50.0 14. 2 ��f+OO 28. 3  8 . 5  26.0  54.1 19 . 2  
6 4+00 24. � 7 . 4  14.1 4�.Q 18. 1 
3R 656+00 37 .5 14.6 1Lf.5 37 . 5  47 . 5  
658+00 32 . 0  6 . 7  25 . 5  52. 5  20.0  
660+00 28 .5 8.9 2 6 . 0  50. 8  21.7  
662+00 28 . 8  7 .8 26.8 53·3 19 . 2  
664+00 )4.2 10 , 6  22, 6  51.7 2 5 . 0  
I 666+00 34. 9  14.5 29 . 1  45 . 0  24.2 
668+00 28 . 7  7 . 4  26.5  50 . 8  21. 7  
670+00 31 . 2  13. 2  28. 4  51 . 6  19 . 2  
672+00 30 . 4  10 . 4  24.8 53 . 4  20 .8 
674+00 29 . 2  5 . 8  27 . 6  50.0  19 .2 
676+00 J0 . 6  1 1 . 8  27 . 7  �� · 3 17 . 5  6?8+00 24. 2 ? . 8  S l . 7  2 .8  21 .7 
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TABULATION OF SOIL TEST DATA ( contd, ) 
Gradation Section Liquid Plas ticity Fine 
Number Station · Limit Index Sand Sil t ClaY 
4R 680+00 29 . 8  9 . 3  29 . 5  49 . 2  2 0 , 0  682+00 27 . 1  8 . 9  34. 5  45 . 8  17.5 684+00 28 . 8  9 . 2 28.8 45 .9 23.3 686+00 32 . 1  13. 6  32 .2  39 . 1  2 6 . 7  688+00 28. 0  11. 3  - 36. 3  42 . 5  19 .2  690+00 31.8 10.9 26. 0  5 1 . 7  20 .8 
692+00 35. 4  13 . 7  21 . 5  5 2 . 5  25.0 69iHOO 29 . 'i 9 .9 2 'i . S  'il . 7 20 . 8  5R 696+00 3 '3 . 3  14. 1 21•. 8 4Le, 2  25 .0 
698+00 29 . 2  10.9 29 . 0  41},1  24.2 700+00 . J0 , 5  11 .3 25 . 2  41. 6  2 6 , 7  
. 702+00 25 . 8  10. 8  28.2 37 - 5  28.3 704+00 28,Lf 9 . 5  27 .9 45 . 0  23 . 3  706+00 21 2 1 1 . 3  2 7 . 6  39 . 2  27 . 5  708+00 ll :9 11.7 28. 3 40 . 0  2 ) , 0  6R 710+00 35 . 7  13 . 1  16 . 7  31 . 7  38 . 3  712+00 52 . 4  29 . 3  16.8 3 2 . 5  47 .5 714+00 25.1 7 . 3 33 . 2  45. 0  15 . 0  
716+00 25 . 6  6 . 0  33 . 8  35. 0 27 .5 718+00 22. 8  6 , 0  43 .8 31 . 7  20.8 
720+00 25.8 9 . 0  36.7 34.1 24.2 722+00 22 .9 7 . 6  44.5 25 .8 24.2 
724+00 24. 8 6 .9 '34 . 1  1'i  . o 24.2 7R 726+00 34.4 15 . 0  30 . 0  49 . 1  16.7 728+00 Jl . 2  11 . 4  30 .5 42 . 5  25 . 0  
730+00 28.0 7 . 7  26,6 55 . 0  1 6 . 7  
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APPENDIX G 
Record of Crack and C ondi tion Surv e y  
A record o f  crack and condi tion surv ey by 
s ections in order o f  stationing and including 
the date s  when fir s t  observ ed to February 2, 
1949 . 
SECTION 7 .  
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Sta,  397+49 . 4  t o  Sta. 410+21 
Expan sion Joints spaced 1 20 ft.  Contraction 
Joints spaced 20 f t ,  N o  load transfer -
Uniform 7" Section.  
397+90 - Tr an sverse crack acro s s  entire slab :  Four feet 
from edge o f  the we st slab the crack splits  and 
forms  a 11Y11 to the c enter l ine , the prongs of 
the nyn b eing 1411 apart at the center l ine , 
Octob er 27 , 1942 . 
3 97+92 - S emi-circular crack s tart s  at edge of we st slab : 
forks four feet  from edge ; one prong intersects 
j o int thre e feet from center line and the other 
prong intersects  edge of wes t  slab ten feet from 
the beginning. Augu st 6 ,_1247 . 
39S+20 - Two interior corner breaks three feet long , one 
in each slab on south side of joint. August l'l ,  
1 948. 
399+12 - Irregular longi tudinal crack starts four feet 
from edge of west slab ; forks si xteen f eet from 
the beginning; the we st prong two feet long ends 
·two feet from e dge of we s t  slab ; the east prong 
seven feet long ends one foot from edge of wes t  
slab .  August 6 ,  1947 . 
399+ 21 - Two exterior corner breaks three feet  long on we st 
side north and south o f  j oint ; both corner breaks 
intersect longi tudinal crack shown at S ta.  3 99+1 2 ,  
Augus t 6 ,  1947. 
4ol+Ol - Interior corner break two and one-half f eet long 
in east lane south of joint.  February 2 ,  1912. 
401+21 - Exterior corner break four feet from we st edge 
and el even f e et long to west edge of slab south 
of joint. _b_ldgu s t  6 ,  1947 . 
402+90 - Tran sverse crack begins at outside edge of we st 
slab curve s inward four feet  and inter sects the 
j oint ahead thr e e  feet f rom edge . February 2 ,  
�. 
403+ol . - Exterior corner break in west slab three feet 
long and north of the j oint.  February 2,  1949. 
4o6+1'll - Transverse crack s tarts at center l ine , 6 inches 
south of contrac tion j oint this stat ion , and 
extends five feet  into we st slab , where i t  runs 
into contraction joint , S ettled slightly.  
Jun e  9,  1943 . 
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4o6+81 . - Tr-ansverse crack star t s  a t  j o int i n  we st slab 
thr e e  feet from centerline and curves to edge of 
slab thre e  feet south o f  j o in t ,  F ebruary 2,  1949 . 
4o7+17 - Transverse crack star t s  at we st edge o f  slab and 
extends five feet into slab.  February 2,  1949 . 
4o7+20 - Two internal corner breaks four feet long south 
of joint.  De c ember 1 .  1947 . 
4oS+4o - F ine transverse crack s tart s  at the edge of we st 
sl ab and extends to the c enterl ine& August 6 
�. Opened Februar�_1�. 
Longi tudinal crack extends north from c enter o f  
above crack four feet.. Dec ember 1, 1947 . Extends 
north ten feet. �st 8 ,  19� 
4oS+4S - Fine transver s e  crack star ts one foot from edge 
of we st slab, extends four feet toward center 
l i n e .  Dec ember 1 ,  1947 .  Extended to full width 
of we st slab, February 2 ,  1949, 
4o8+4o - Longi tudinal crack s tart s  at j o int three  feet east 
of centerl ine and extends north four f eet. 2-2-49. 
4oS+4o - Longi tudina1 oracle s tarts at j oint five feet we st 
of centerl ine and extends five feet sou th. 2-2-49 . 
Tran sverse crack s tarts e dge o f  we s t  slab , extends 
to centerl ine.  December 1 ,  1947 .  Cont inues into 
east slab curving to j oint ahead five f eet east 
of cen·terl ine . F ebrua£.Y.__£.__�. 
409+60 - Longi tudinal crack three feet from edge of we s t  
slab , extends thr e e  inche s north and 1 2  inche s 
south. Dec ember 1 ,  1941. 
409+66 - Tran sverse crack s tarts edge o f  we st slab , extends 
to centerlin e .  December 1 ,  1947 . 
409+95 - Transverse crack start s edge o f  we st slab , extends 
five feet toward centerl ine . December 1 ,  1947. 
SECTION 6 .  Sta. 410+21 t o  Sta. 425+21.  
Expansion and C ontrac tion Joints spaced 60 f t .  
al ternately. Load transfer i n  both - 70# wire 
fabric re info rcement 9 " -7 " -9 n  s ection. 
411+60 - Fine transver s e  crack s tart s  edge 11\fe st slab ,  
extends to c enterline . November 2 ,  1944. 
412+01 - Exterior corner crack three  feet long in west slab 
and north of the j oint ,  February 2�� · 
412+05 - Transverse crack s tar ts at edge of we s t  slab and 
extends thre e  f e e t  diagonally into slab .  
F ebruary 2 ,  1�. 
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414+SS - Fi ne transverse crack starts edge we st slab , 
extends di agonally fi ve feet  into slab. 
October 4, 1945 . · 
415+15 - Fine transverse crack starts edge 
extends five f eet into west slab. 
1944. 
east slab , 
November 2 ,  
416+57 - Fine tran sver se crack s tar ts edge we st slab , 
extends five feet  to ward c enterline . June_£1 , 
1246 . Extended to full width of pavement , 
August 8 ,  121�. -
417+16 - Fine transverse crack starts edge we st slab ,  
ext ends four feet  into slab .  Nov��ber 2�944. 
Extends seven feet into slab, Augu s·t SJ�. 
417+22 - Fine transver s e  crack starts edge east slab , 
ext ends to c enterline .  No�ger 2�44. 
417+68 - Fine transver se crack start s edge east slab , 
extends to cen te rline . November 2, 1944, 
417+74 - Transverse crack acro s s  entire width of pavement .  
November 2 ,  1944. 
418+47 - Fine transverse crack s tart s  cen terline , extends 
two feet into east slab ,  December 9, 1946 . 
418+60 - Scaling area of one s quare foot ,  sou theast corner 
of slab. Dec ember 1 ,  1947 .  
418+79 - Transverse  crack s tar ts edge east slab ,  extends 
to centerli n e .  November 2__,__1944. 
Transverse crack star t s  edge east slab and extends 
four feet into pavement . June 9, 1943. Extends 
to centerline , August S,  �8. 
419+38 - . Fine transver s e  crack starts cent erli ne , extends 
four and one-half feet  into east slab , June 27 , 
12!±1.. Autogenou s healing, December 1 ,  1'947. 
420+03 - Tran svers e  crack s tart s edge e ast slab and extends 
to centerline.  October 5, 1943. 
420+11 - Fine transverse crack s tarts four feet  from west 
edge and extends four f e e t  toward centerli n e .  
A� 6 ,  1947 , Extend s to centerli n e ,  February 
2 ,  1949 . 
420+1 2 - Fine transverse crack start s edge west slab and 
extends five f e e t  into slab ,  October 4, 1945. 
420+26 - Fine transverse crack star t s  edge we s t  slab , 
extends seven fe e t  into slab ,  November � 1 94� 
Extends to centerline . December 1 ,  194] . 
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420+65 - F ine transverse crack s tarts edge we st slab, 
extends eight feet  into slab .  November 2 ,  1944. 
420+66 - F ine transvers e  crack starts edge east slab, 
extends to centerline . Nov ember 2 ,  1944. 
420+79 - F ine transverse crack s tart s edge o f  we st slab , 
extends to centerline.  Augu st 6,  1947 . 
421+39 -
422+02 -
Transverse crack s tart s  edge of east slab and 
extends to center line , October 5, 1912 · 
Extends two feet into we s t  slab .  :february 2 ,  
19lL9. 
. 
F ine transverse crack start s edge east slab ,  
extends five feet into sl ab , I�c;to.l.!eE_�.,._1945 .  
Extends t o  c enterl ine .  December 1� 1�11· 
422+97 - F ine transvers e  crack s tart s  three feet from edge 
o f  east slab and extends five feet into we st slab. 
Aug]!§.!_Q .•. �9.�i], Extend s to full width o f  pave­
men tn F'etn·uary 2 ,  1949. 
423+03 - Tran sverse crack start s  thre e feet from edge o f  
e a s t  slab .  extends two f e e t  diagonally toward 
centerline . Dec�mber 1 ,  1947 .  
423+51 - Transverse crack acro s s  en tir e width of pavement 
( over 5 1  x 3 '  box culvert . )  June 9, 124}. 
424+27 - F in e  transver s e  crack s tar ts one foot from edge 
o f  we st slab , ext ends fou r  feet into slab. 
October 4,__1_2}±5.. 
424+112 - Tran sverse crack acro s s  entire width of pavement .  
November 2 ,  1944, 
424+91 - Tran sverse crack starts  edge east slab , extends 
to centerline.  November � 1944. 
SEC TION 5 .  
429+30 -
Sta. 425+21 to Sta. 440+01 . 
Expan s ion Joints spaced 1 20 f t .  Contraction 
J oint s spaced 20 f t .  Load transfer in bo th. 
9 11 -7" -9" Section.  
F ine transverse crack s tart s  edge eas t slab , 
extends eight f e e t  into slab .  November 2 ,  1944. 
Extends to cent erline . �us t  S,  1948 . 
431+71 - Transverse crack acro s s  entire Width of pavement 
o ver box culvert.  ( 2 . 5 1  x 2 . 5 1 ) ,  Oc tober 5, 19�. 
432+01 - Exterior corner break two feet  north of j oint in 
we st slab and extends to j o int thre e we st of 
centerline,  February 2,  1949. 
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434+96 - Fine transvers e  crack s tarts a t  edge o f  wes t slab 
and extends four feet into slab .  Au togenous 
h ealing progressing. .!:.Qbruary 2 ,  1949. 
SECTION 4. 
442+95 -
Sta,  440+01 to Sta. 45 5+02.  
Expansion Join ts spaced 120 f t .  Contraction 
Joints spaced 20 f t. Load transfer in Expansion 
Joints only. 9 11-7"-911 Section. 
Transverse crack across entire width of pavement 
over 2 . 5 1  x 2 . 5 1  box culvert. October 5 ,  1943. 
New crack j oins n ear certerline extends full 
width of west slab to two f e e t  south of first 
crack. Augus t 8, 1948. 
Transverse crack s tarts at west edge of pavement 
and extends s even feet into sl ab. F ebruary 2 ,  
1.2.!±.2. 
449+15 - Transvers e  crack s tarts edge o f  west slab ,  extends 
to centerlin e ,  De cember 1 ,  1947. 
446+17 - Transverse crack s tarts edge of west slab ,  extends 
to cent erlin e .  December 1 ,  1947 .  
446+ 21 Thr e e  foo t interior corner break east slab ,  south 
of j oint .  Dec ember 1 ,  1947. 
446+34 - Transverse crack s tarts edge wes t slab , extends 
to centerline with thre e  foot interior corner 
br eak north of j oint. August 6 ,  1947 . 
446+36 - Transverse crack s tarts at wes t edge of slab 
and extends to centerline int ers ecting older 
crack. Longitudinal crack int ers ects transvers e  
crack four f e e t  f rom centerline and extends 
seven feet sou th -- two f e e t  into next slab, 
Exterior break 2 1  x 3 1  south of joint .  
Febru ary 2 ,  1949, 
446+48 - Transverse crack s tarts at \Vest edge of slab and 
extends seven f e e t  toward cent erline , 
Februa���· 
446+53 -
Transverse crack s tarts edge west slab , extends 
to centerline. Augus t 6 ,  �. 
Transverse crack star ts edge west slab ,  extends 
·to cen terline . Augus t 6 ,  1.2!±z .  Longitudinal 
star ts at center of transverse crack and extends 
ten feet  south , crossing j oint two f e e t ,  
February 2 ,  1949. 
446+75 - Transverse crack starts edge west slab ,  extends to 
centerline . Decem� 1 ,  1947. 
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447+01 - In� erior corner break two feet  long, east slab 
south of contraction j oint,  August Ei,  1941• 
447+0b - Fine transver s e  crack full width of We st slab. 
F ebruary 2, 12!±.2; 
447+21 - Longi tudinal crack s tarts thr e e  feet  from edge of 
we s t . slab , and extends south four f e e t ,  
August Ei ,  1941. 
. . 
447+21 - Intel"ior break 3 i  x 3 '  east of cent erline and 
south of joint.  F ebruary 2 ,  1949. 
447+27 - Fino transvers e  c rack start s edge o f  we st slab 
and extends to c en terline,  August Ei,  12!±7.. 
- Ldngitudinal crack starts at j olnt two feet We s t  
o f  centerline and extends five feet notth. . 
441-i-91 -
Lohgitudiriai ci'al:lk s tart s  at j oint thre e  fee t 
West Of • d ehteri irie arid eltends teh f e e t  �outh 
to con structi on j o in t .  August !:11  19��. 
fhterior break 11 x 1 1  in east slab and 
con struction j o i n t .  Au�st 8���. 
north o f  
44�17 - Transverse crack starts a t  we s t  edge and extends 
s even feet toward centerl ine . February 2 ,  1949. 
SECTION 3 .  Sta. 455+02 to Sta. 4�0 +00 . 
Expans ion Joints spaced 4oo ft.  Contraction 
Joints spaced 20 f t .  Load tran sfer in Expan sion 
Joints only.  9 11 -7 " -9 11 Sec t ion . 
Fine transverse crack s tarts at edge of west slab 
and extend s back at slight angle to centerline . 
Augu st Ei ,  12!:1 . 
473+23 - Longi tudinal crack begins in west slab two f e e t  
from and parallel ing west  edge for fifteen f e e t .  
F ebruary 2 ,  1949. 
473+27 - Tran sverse crack acro s s  west  slab, F ebruary 2 ,  
1.9!:1:2. 
473+30 - Tran sverse crack s tar ts a t  east edge of slab and 
extends five f e e t  toward centerl ine . 
F ebruary 2 ,  1942. 
473+31 . 5- Transverse crack acro s s  entire width of pavement .  
June_2, 1943 .  
473+4o . 5- Transverse crack starts  four inches from joint at 
edge east slab and extends two feet where it runs 
into J o int . Settled sli ghtly. June 9 ,  194 "3 .  
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473+56 - Longitudinal cracks s tart s  thr ee f e e t  from we st 
edge and extends south four feet to joint at one 
foot from we st edge . F ebruarY 2 ,  194-9. 
SEC TION 2 .  S t a .  4�0+00 to Sta. 510+00 . 
Expans ion Jo ints spaced �00 f t .  C ontraction 
Joints spaced 20 ft.  Load trans fer in Expansion 
Joints only .  9 n-7 11 -9" Section. 
4�5+�0 - F ine longi tudinal crack acro s s  j oint one and one­
half feet from edge of east slab , extends two 
feet  north and two feet  s outh. Autogenous heal ing 
progr e s sing. June 27 , 1946 ; 
4�8+31 - Tran sver se crack starts  edge east slab , extends 
to centerl ine . December�� · 
4�9+00 - F in e  longi tudinal crack four from east edge o f  
pavement and extending o n e  foo t north and two 
f e et south of j o int.  February 2 ,  1949 . 
494+21 - Longi tudinal c rack three feet  from edge of we st 
slab ,  extend s three feet north and thr ee feet 
south from Joint.  Dec ember 1 ,  19�. 
494+21 - Longi tudinal crack in east slab two feet  from 
centerline and extending four feet north and 
five feet south of j oint.  August 8,  194� . 
501+00 - Longi tudinal crack five feet  from edge west slab , 
extends four feet  south from j o int,  and four 
feet north, December ��. 
503+i'lO - Fine longi tudinal crack on east slab two feet 
from c enterline and extending three feet south 
from j oint . Augus t  S ,  1948. 
504+20 - Fine longi tudinal crack in the east slab thr ee 
f e e t  from centerl ine and extending one and one­
half feet  north and two f e e t  south of the j oint. 
Ald.gu st � .  1948 .  
504+�0 - Longi tudinal crack begi nning at join t  in we s t  
slab four f e e t  from centerline and extending 
s outh full l ength of slab and six feet  into the 
next slab .  Augu s t  8 ,  1948, 
SEC TION 1 .  S ta. 510+00 to Sta.  560+00. 
No Expan s ion Join t s .  - Contraction Joints spaced 
20 f t .  No load trans fer.  9 11 -7n -9 11 Section . 
510+12 - Transverse crack s tarts edge we st slab , extends 
through we s t  slab and two f e e t  six inches into 
east slab. Augu s t  28,_1242 . 
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512 +7 5 - Fine transverse crack full width o f  west  slab, 
Feburary 2 ,  1942. 
512+80 - Transverse crack ext end s entire width of pavement , 
north end of triple eight foot culver t .  
Dec ember 1 ,  1� . 
513+09 - Transverse crack acro s s  entire width o f  pavemen� 
Augus t  S, 194S, 
517+9S - Transverse crack start s  edge wes t  slab ,  extends 
s even feet into slab, Oc tober 5. 1945. Extends 
to center line , December-1�947 , 
51El+l4 - Transver se crack s tart s  edge wes t  sl ab ,  extends 
five feet toward cen terl ine.  December 1 1947 . 
519+04 - Longi tudinal c rack 1 8  inche s from edge east slab ,  
extends one foot north from j o int.  December 1 1  
1�· 
529+74 - Tran sverse crack full width of we st slab. 
F ebruary 2 ,  1942. 
523+47 - Spalling at cent erline approximately one s quare 
foot area. February 2,_1212. 
533+23 - Spalling at j o int at cent erl ine , approximately 
one s quare foot area , north of j oint and east 
of centerl ine.  Augus t  S ,  194S. 
539+2S - Surface crack two feet  long in east slab .  
October 4�12� · 
539+94 - Transver se crack s tart s edge we st slab and extends 
acro s s  we st slab and four f eet into east  slab . 
October 5�1�}. Ex tends s even fee t into east 
slab, February 2, 1949 .  
540+03 ·� Fine longi tudinal crack i n  east · slab two and onec-,. 
half feet from centerline , and extending two feet  
north and four f e e t  south of  j oint. hugust 8 ,  
194S, 
542+22 - Longi tudinal crack s ,  one foot from edge of we s t  
slab , acro s s  contrac tion j o int one and one-half 
f e et nort h ,  two feet  south. Autogenous healing 
begun. October � 1945. 
542+S3 - Nine square feet.  Map cracking around center 
j o int , patc hed with black top , where surface has 
disintegrated, May 2 2 ,  1945. 
547+15 - Transverse crack acro s s  entire width of pavement . 
!l;unQ_9 , 194 3 .  
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560+00 - Longi tudinal crack four feet from we st edge of 
slab extending seven feet north and f our feet 
south of joint , February 2 ,  1�. 
S TANDARD SEC TION. Sta. 560+00 to Sta. 630+00 . 
Expansion Join t s  spaced 120 ft.  Contraction Join� 
spaced 30 ft.  Load transfer in both - 44# wire 
fabri c  reinfor cement. 9 11-7"-911 Section. 
560+53 - Transverse crack acro ss full Width of we s t  slab 
and extending thre e feet  into east slab. 
Augus t  8, 1948. 
561+31 - Longitudinal crack three f e et from west edge of 
slab and extending thr e e  feet  north and south 
of j o int,  F ebruary 2 ,  1949. 
Tran sverse crack s tarts edge east slab , extends 
to centerline. Novembe� 1944. Extends three 
feet  into west slab . ,Eebr)lgr_y_S_,_�. 
565+ 3 8  - Fine transverse crack star t s  edge we st slab, 
extends to center line.  October 4� 1945. 
5 6.7+48 - Tran sverse crack s tart s  edge we st slab ,  extends 
to center line. Octob er 5, 1943. 
567+78 - Fine transvers e  crack five feet long in east slab. 
May 2 2 ,  1945. 
567+80 - Tran sver se crack starts  edge we st slab ,  extends 
to c enterline . October 5, 121J. 
56 8+80 - Fine transver s e  crack starts  centerline , 
two feet  into we st slab. June 27, 12.!±§.. 
width o f  we st slab ,  February_g.,_19!2. 
extends 
Full 
5 69+34 - Approximat ely one square foot spalled are a mid­
way of we st slab . �ugu st 8,  191+8 . 
572+71 - Irregular cracking south o f  joint and on e ach 
side of centerline over an area of approximately 
25 s quare f e e t .  Augus t�l949. -
572+85 - Closed transvers e  crack s tarts edge east slab , 
extends thre e feet. NQyember 2 ,  1944, 
573+30 - Clo sed longi tudinal crack two and one-half feet 
from edge east slab , extends eight inches south 
from joint. Surface crack e ighteen inche s long , 
just south o f  thi s crack. June 27 , 1946. 
573+60 - Longi tudinal crack from contraction j o int ,  six 
inche s  east o f  centerl ine , extends two feet north 
to centerline.  October 4 1945. Spalled out , 
,August 6 12.!±1· 
· 
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577+39 - Transver s e  crack acro s s  entire width o f  pavement 
( over pipe culvert ) .  A�ust 2S 1942. 
577+98 - Fine transverse crack starts edge east slab , 
extends f ive feet into slab .  October 4, 19�. 
579+42 - Transver se crack acro s s  entire width of pavemen t .  
Straight crack ; beli eved that cons truction joint 
was made , then broken down and paving operation s · 
continued. Augu st 28, 1942 . 
5S0+36 - Transverse crack starts edge east slab , extends 
three feet into slab ,  October 4 _12� . 
583+12 - Clo sed transverse crack s tart s  two feet from edge 
east slab. Autogenous heal ing begun . October � .  
19.!±.2. 
584+17 - Transver se crack full Width wes t  slab. 
February ��· 
Tran sver se crack starts  edge east slab , extends 
s even feet into slab. October 4, 1945. Extends 
to center l ine , Decembe� 1941. 
586+11 - Spalling in east  slab along centerline and south 
of join t .  February 2 ,  1949 . 
590+45 - Tran sver se crack starts edge east slab ,  extend s 
three feet into west slab . Oc tober 27 , 1942 . 
593+02 - Sl ight spalling at intersection of j oint and 
centerlin e .  Augus t  8 ,  1948. 
593+56 - Spalling 1 1  x 1/2 1 one foot we st o f  centerl ine 
cau s ed by wood bl ock. Augu st_§J94? . 
594+07 - F ine transver s e  crack star ts one foot from edge 
east slab , extends s even feet into slab. 
Oc tober 4 194S . 
594+25 - Spalling along centerline begun and extends for 
approximately twenty feet,  .Augus t_j')_.__l248. 
603+60 - Transverse crack full width o f  west slab. 
February 2, 1� . 
604+52 - Tran sverse crack full width o f  we st slab. 
February 2 ,  1949 . 
604+70 - Fine transver s e  crack s tarts at we s t  edge of slab 
and extend s  three feet  toward centerline,  
Augu s t  8 ,  1948. 
604+73 - Interior break , 2 1  x 2 1 , east of centerline and 
north of construction j oint.  Augus t  8 ,  194S. 
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605+48 - Transverse crack extends from we st edge o f  slab 
eight feet toward centerline.  February 2,  1949 . 
607+ 9 8  - Tran sver se crack s tarts at we st edge 
extends five feet toward c en terline . 
of slab and 
F ebrua� , 
1.2.!±.2. 
611+72 - Transver se crack s tar ts edge we st slab and extends 
to centerline.  October 5, 1943. 
611+97 - Transverse crack s tar ts edge east slab and extends 
to centerline. Oc tober_g]�42 . 
612+55 -
616+50l -
Fine transver s e  crack s tarts edge west slab
4 extends fi ve feet into slab .  October 4, 19 5·  
Extends eight feet  into slab .  Febr�ary 2,  19�. 
F ine longitudinal crack in we st slab four feet 
from edge and extends thro e  feet north and south 
from joint. Augu st� 194S. 
616+95 - Transverse crack acro s s  full width o f  east slab .  
AU@St s, 194S . 
613+46 -
Fine tran svers e  crack s tart s  edge we st slab , 
extends s even f e e t  through core hol e .  October 4 ,  
194� . Full width o f  we st slab. Augu s t  S ,  190C 
Transver se crack s tarts edge we st slab and extends 
to centerline.  May 1 6_,_19!±!± . Full width of pave­
ment.  February 2 ,  194Q. 
619+06 - Transverse crack s tarts edge we s t  slab and extends 
to centerline . Qctober 5 .  19�. 
62S+07 - Fine transverse  crack s tart s  edge east slab , 
extend s four feet  into slab .  November 2 ,  1944. 
6 29+23 - F ine transver se closed crack s tarts centerlin e ,  
extends one foot into we s t  slab. Dec ember 6 ,  
1946 . Extend s th re e feet  into we st slab. 
J!.�ust 6 1.2.!±7.. 
629+30 - Fine longi tudinal starts  a t  co nstruc tion j oint at 
center of west slab and . extends six feet south. 
February_gJ2!±2· 
SECTION 1 .  
SEC TION 2.  
REPEAT SEC TIONS 
Omit ted in repeat section s .  
Sta, 630+00 t o  Sta. 655+00 . 
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Expansion Joints spaced Soo f t .  Contraction Joints 
spaced 20 f t .  Load transfer in Expans ion Jo ints 
only.  9 " -7 " -9 "  Section. 
630+20 - Longi tudinal crack four feet from edge we s t  slab ,  
extends s ix feet  south and five feet  north from 
j o int.  Augus t  6 ,  1947 . Extends twenty feet 
south to next j oint. December 1, 1947 , Extends 
twenty feet south and fif teen feet north . 
F ebruary 2 ,  1949 . 
630+20 - Longi tudinal crack 
c enterline extends 
south from j oint,  
in east slab four feet from 
ten feet north and f ive feet 
Augus t  S ,  194S. 
630+43 - Longitudinal crack in east slab two and one-half 
feet from centerl ine extends s even f e e t  s outh. 
F ebruarx_��2· 
633+20 - Fine longitudinal crack one foot from wes t  edge 
of slab extends one and one-half feet  north from 
j o int.  Autogenous healing in progre s s ,  
February 2 ,  1 949. 
636+60 - Longi tudinal crack thr e e  feet from edge of east 
slab , extends two feet nor th and two feet  .south 
from joint.  Dec ember 1 ,  1941. 
63 S+oS - Crack star·� s  edge east slab and extends to center­
line.  October 27, 1942, 
64o+OO - Longi tudinal crack four feet  from edge of east 
slab , extends three feet north and two and one­
half feet south. Autogenous healing progres sing. 
Ju!lL2 . 194? . 
64o+20 - Clo sed longi tudinal crack three feet  from edge 
of east slab , extends l S  inches north and 16 
inches south o f  co ntrac tion j oint . Autogenous 
healing progre s s ing. October 27 , 1942. 
64o+60 - Longi tudinal crack three feet four inches from 
edge of east slab , extends six inche s north and 
1 2  inches s ou th o f  contract ion j o in t .  November 2 ,  
1_244. 
64o+6o - Longitudinal crack l eave s  above crack eight inche s 
south o f  j o int , extends diagonally toward center­
l ine four feet,  October 4, 1945. Above cracks 
have joined • .  Eebruarv 2 ,  1949 . 
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6 41+00 - Longi tudinal crack i n  c enter of we s t  slab extends 
eight feet north from joint. Augu st 8 ,  1948. 
641+88 - Closed crack s tart s  two f e et from edge of cast 
slab , extends four feet into we st slab .  
October 4 194a . Acro s s  full width of east slab. 
February 21 19 9 .  
6 50+00 - Longi tudinal crack i n  center of we s t  slab extends 
six feet north and s even feet south of j oi nt .  
Feb�EX 2 ,  1949. 
650+20 -
SEC TION 3 .  
Clo sed longitudinal c rack three feet from edge 
we st slab , extend s  one foot- s outh. October 4 , 
1942. Extends four feet  south. February 2 ,  1949 . 
Clo sed longi tudinal cracks at contracti on joint.  
Oc tober 2�, 1942.  ·· · 
No. 1 - 3 inches from edge we st slab , extends 
20 inche s  south. 
No . 2 - 41 inche s from edge we st slab , extends 
24 inche s north . 
Autogenous healing progre s sing. 
Sta, 655+00 to S ta. 6 80+00. 
Expan sion Joints spaced 4oo ft,  Contraction 
Joints spaced 20 ft.  Load transfer in Expansion 
J6int only. 9 " -711-9"  S e c tion . 
661+60 - Closed longi tudinal crack acro ss contraction j o in� 
three feet from edge east slab , extends 22 inches 
north , 16 i nche s south. Autogenous healing pro­
gre s sing. June 9�21}. 
6 64+40 - Fi ne longitudin al crack in we s t  slab three feet 
from the edge and extends ten feet south from 
j o int.  February 2,  1�. 
664+40 - Small amount o f  spalling at corner of drop inl e t  
and j oint .  F ebruary 2 ,  1949. 
665+88 - Crack acro s s  entire width of pavement o ver box 
culvert.  MaY 16 1244. 
676+20 - Longi tudinal crack in c enter of east slab extend­
ing two feet  north and three and one-half feet 
s outh of j oint . August 8 ,  1948. 
676+40 - Longi tudinal crack two feet from edge o f  east sla� 
extends one foot north from j o int.  December 1 ,  
194I. 
: ; 677+00 - Longi tudinal crack acro s s  
feet from edge east slab , 
11 inche s s outh, Closed,  
contraction j oint , six 
extends 8 inc he s north , 
June 9,  1943. 
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677+110 - Clo sed longi tudinal crack s ,  2 feet 4 inche s  from 
e dge east slab ,  extends five feet north , four 
feet  south. O c tober 4 .  194�. Extends five feet  
north , six feet  south. Augus t  6 ,  1947 .  
677+80 - Clo sed longitudinal crack five feet from edge of 
we st slab, extends two feet south. August 6 ,  1947. 
6711+00 - Closed longi tudinal crack five feet from edge of 
we st slab , extend s  four and one-hal f f e et north 
and four and on e-half feet south of contrac tion 
j o int, Au�§..L__ 6 ,  1 91�7. 
67S+4o - Longi tudinal crack four feet  from west edge of 
slab and extends two and one-half feet south fran 
j oint. February 2, 1949. 
SECTION 4. S ta. 6 110+00 to Sts.. 695+00.  
Expansion Joints spaced 1 20 ft.  
spaced 20 f t .  Load transfer in 
only. 9 "-7" -9" Section. 
C ontraction Joints 
Expan s ion Joints 
6 110+93 - Transverse crack extending from centerline three 
feet into east slab. February 2, 1949. 
6 111+01 - Interior brealc l p  x 4 1  in east slab north o f  
j oint. August 11�19411: 
6112+01 - Longi tudinal crack in we s t  slab two feet  from edge , 
and extending three  feet south of j o int .  
h,ugu st 11,...:;]3�. 
6 112+07 - Transver se crack acros s  full width of we s t  slab. 
:Wgust S, 19411. 
6112+4o - Longi tudinal crack acro ss contrac tion j oint , 30 
inche s from edge east slab, extends 21 inche s 
north , S inohe s south. Closed. November 2 ,  1944. 
6116+4o - Slab south side of j oint s e t tl ed one inch over 
culvert. Dec ember 1, 194]. 
6 S7+6o - Longitudinal crack in c enter of we s t  slab extend­
ing six fe e t  north from j oint. Longi tudinal crack 
in east slab three f e e t  from c enterline and 
extending s ix inches north and ll'l inche s south. 
August S ,  19411. 
6 SS+OO - Closed longi tudinal crack f i ve feet 
we st slab , extends four feet north . 
��. 
. 
from edge o f  
Augus t 6 ,  
6 1111+40 - Closed longi tudinal crack five feet from edge o f  
we s t  slab , ext ends three  feet  north , thre e  feet  
south. Augus t  6 ,  �. 
6 SS+6o 
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- Closed longi tudinal crack five feet from edge of 
we st slab , extends two fee·t; south. Augu.§.:L.§ , 
1.2�-
6 119+00 - Closed longitudi nal crack five feet from edge o f  
we st slab , extend s  one foot north. August 6): 
�. Extends five feet south. August 8 ,  1�4S. 
690+20 - Expansion Joint cracked and spalled at c enterline , 
October 27 , 1942 . 
- Clo sed longi tudinal crack five feet 
we st slab , ext end s two feet north. 
�. 
. 
from edge of 
Augus.1L£... 
6 91+60 - C los ed longitudinal c rack five feet from edge of 
we st slab , ex tends three feet north , four feet 
south. August 6 ,  �. 
692+26 - C rack star t s  thr e e  feet from edge of e ast slab 
and extends to centerline.  August 6 ,  1947 .  
6 9 2+80 - Surface spalling i n  east slab. �_El, 1946 . 
- Closed surface crack s tarts centerline , extends 
two and one-half feet into we st slab. October 4 ,  
1945. 
6 93+19 - C rack acro s s  entire width o f  pavement. June }Q ,  
1942. 
693+60 - Closed longi tudinal crack five feet from edge o f  
we st slab ,  extends two and one-half f e et north 
and three feet s ou th. August 6 ,  1941. Longi tu­
dinal crack thr e e  feet from centerline in east 
slab extends two feet north . Julz.J4 1948. 
C l o sed . l ongitudinal crack five feet from edge o f  
we st slab , ext end s s i x  feet  north. August 6 1m. 
Extends eight f e e t  nor�h. 
694+08 - Transverse crack extending from centerline five 
f e et into we s t  slab. August 81 19411. 
694+20 - Closed longi tudinal crack five feet from edge of 
we st slab , extends two and one-half feet north .  
August 6 ,  194? . 
694+80 - Longi tudinal crack in east slab two and one-half 
feet  from centerl ine , and extending tow and one­
half feet south of j oint .  August S�l94S. 
SECTION 5 ·  Sta, 695+00 t o  S t a ,  710+00 . 
Expan sion Join t s  spac ed 1 20 f t .  Contraction Joi nt s  
spaced 20 f t .  Load transfer in both. 91 1-ZU -911 
S e ction . 
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700+60 - Clo sed longitudinal crack lS inches from edge east 
slab ,  extend s from j oint eight inche s south. 
June 27, 1946 . Extends one foot north, £ugu st S,  
194S. 
700+80 - Fine transverse crack one and one-half feet from 
edge east slab , and extending one and one-half 
f e e t  north and s outh o f  j oint.  �st S.._l94Q . 
701+4o - Closed longitudinal crack 1 8  
cast slab , extends 1 6  inche s 
� .  
inches from edge of 
north. August 6 ,  
701+92 - Crack s tarts at edge o f  east slab and extends to 
centerline . Augu st 6 ,  1947 .  
705+55 - Crack s tart s  edge we s t  slab , extends to centerlin e .  
December 1 ,  19�. 
708+12 - Transverse crack acro s s  full width of pavement .  
E.§bruary 2 ,  1949. 
709+00 - Interior break , 3 '  x 5 1  in we st slab s outh of 
joint.  February 2 ,  1949 .  
709+03 - Transver se crack acro s s  e a s t  slab j oining corner 
break and ext ending diagonally to east edge.  
February 2 ,  1949 .  
709+50 - Crack acro s s  east slab t o  c enterl ine . 
Oc tober 27, 1942 . 
709+50 - Two foot fork s ou th o f  crack , extends to edge of 
east slab, and longi tudinal crack thr e e  feet from 
edge of east slab , extends three feet north from 
above crack, De cember 1.._1.9.!±1. 
709+80 - Two ext;erior breaks , 4 1  x 3 1  north and south of 
j oint in east slab. Longi tudinal crack s tarting 
at junction of corner breaks with j oint and 
extending six feet  south of joint and curving 
to east edge of slab. A�Kus t_� 1948. 
709+92 - Crack starts edge east slab ,  extends to c enterlin8 , 
Oc tober �_12�. 
SECTION 6 .  
711+60 -
Sta.  710+00 to Sta.  725+00. 
Expansion Joints anc C ontraction Joints spaced 
alternately. Load transfer i n  bo th. - 70# wire 
fabric reinforcement. 9 11 -7 11-911 Section. 
Fine crack s tarts edge east slab � extends four feet into slab ,  December 9
4 
194o . Ext ends to 
cent8rl ine . F ebruary 2 ,  19 9 .  
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711+65 - to 713+00 - Fine surface cracks in west slab. 
October 4 1945 .  
711+9 5 - Transverse crack in we st slab star 'ting one foot 
from edge o f  slab and extending five feet toward 
centerlin e .  Februa�2 . 19�. 
712+10 - Transverse crack in west slab extending from edge 
five feet toward centerl ine . February 2_, 1949. · 
712+20 - Closed fine crack starts edge east slab , extends 
four feet into slab .  O ctober 4, 1945, 
71 2+4o - Closed longi tudinal crack eighteen inch e s  from 
edge we st slab , extend s one foot north , six 
inches s outh. Au� 6 1�. 
713+42 - Clo sed fine crack s tart s  edge west slab , extend s 
five feet into slab. October 4, 1945. Extends 
to centerline , 
714+42 - Fine clo sed crack star t s  centerline , extends 14 
inches into west slab , June 21, 1946 .  
716+75 - Fine clo sed crack starts c enterl ine , extends thre e 
feet  into east .slab. June 21,_.1._21+6 . 
719+36 - Fine clo s ed crack starts  centerline , extends s ix 
feet into east slab. Jung_£7 , 1946 . 
719+43 - Fine clo sed crack starts  edge we st slab , extends 
three feet into slab, Dec ember �946 . · 
720+65 - Crack starts  edge we s t  slab , extends e ight feet 
into slab . O c tober 27, 1942, 
7 21+15 - Crack star t s  edge east slab , extends six fe et 
into slab. October 21�_1342 , Extends to center­
l ine . F ebruary 2 ,  1�9. 
721+04 - Transverse crack full width o f  west slab .  
Aufillilli,_ 1 91+$ ,  
721+15 - Tran sverse crack i n  east slab extending from edge 
of slab si x feet  toward centerline , F ebruar,y___S , 
�-
7 21+72 - Closed fine crack starts edge we st slab , extends 
four and one-half feet into slab. October 4 ,  
1945, Extends to centerl ine.  F ebruary 2, 1949. 
721+75 - Crack star t s  edge east slab ,  extends to cent er­
line. October�, 1 942 . 
722+92 - F ine clo sed c rack star ts centerline " extends 16 inche s into east slab. June 27�l2�· 
724+So -
SECT ION 7 .  
Crack start s  edge we s t  slab , 
east slab .  October 4
¢ 
1945. 
line. Dec ember l ,  19 7 .  
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extends one foot into 
Extends to c enter-
S ta. 725+00 to Sta. 73 7+00 . - End o f  Pro j e c t .  
Expansion Join t s  spaced 120 f t .  C ontrac tion 
Joints spaced 20 f t .  No load transfer - Uniform 
7 "  S ection. 
725+20 - Fine longi tudinal cracks in west slab six inches 
from the edge and extending thirty inche s north 
and south from j oint.  Augu s-t S, 194-S, 
725+36 - Irregular tran sverse craclt , begins at we s t  edge 
and extends to centerline . Augus t S,  194S . 
725+40 - Exterior corne r break , 3 '  x 4 1 , in we s t  slab north 
of j oint ,  Longi tudinal crack in we s t  slab thre e  
f e e t  from edge extending four feet  north and one 
foot south of j o i n t .  Augu s t  S,  1948 . 
729+1 1'! - Crack s tart s  edge of we s t  slab and extends to 
c enterline , December 1 .  194] .  
729+20 - In terior break , 1 1  x 1 1 , in east slab north of 
j o int . Eebruary 2 ,  1949. 
730+60 - Fine longi tudinal crack in we s t  slab four feet 
from the edge , and extending two feet north and 
south of j oint.  Eebr����. 
732+30 - Crack acro s s  entire Width of pavement.  ( over box 
culvert) . MaiL_l6 , 1944 . 
737+00 - Irregular cracking at end o f  pavement .  Augu s t  S , 
12!±�. 
Note : Lip curb box inle t s  at Sta.  619+80 , 6 6S+OO , 
61'!3+00 , 6 S6+00 all plac ed wi thin two f e et of 
joint s , have developed cracks from outer corner , 
over to j oin t s .  
Lip curb box inl e t s  a t  S t .  422+97 , 692+27 , and 
71 7+03 have devel oped cracks parrallel to e dges 
and extending into the pavement to form trans­
verse crack s .  
